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From the Editor’s desk…
\m«n-tebv¡v Xncn-¨p-t]m-IWw F¶ Nn´m-K-Xn-bnÂ
\n¶v ]pd¯v hcp-¶p. Nne-cmIs« ]¯v hÀjt-amA-XnÂ¡qSp-Xtem FSp-¡pw. hÀj-§Ä \m«nÂ t]mbn
Nne-h-gn¨v Xncn-¨p- t]m-¡n-\mbn Hcp hn^e {iaw
\S¯n XncnsI F¯p-¶-hcpw C¶p−-v.

kpµÀ ]nss¨, kXy- \-sS-e, C{µ \qbn, t_m_n Pn−mÂ,
kuan{X Z¯, kRvPbv Kp]vX, kp\nX hneyw-kv,
Fw.- ss\äv iyma-f³, saem\n I¶-tImS F¶o t]cp-IÄ
Ata-cn-¡³ apJy[mc Pohn-X¯nÂ NneXp am{Xw,
hnZ-Kv[-·m-cmb tUmIvtSÀkv, F©n-\o-tbÀkv F¶o
{]hÀ¯\ taJ-e-IÄ IqSmsX GXm−v FÃm
{]hÀ¯-\-cwK§fnepw C´y-¡mÀ Ignhv sXfn-bn-¨p
F¶-Xn-\p-Zm-l-cWw IqSn-bmWv Cu t]cp-IÄ. A¼tXm
Adp-]tXm hÀj-§Ä¡p ap³]v am{Xw Ata-cn-¡³
a®nÂ HmSn-¯p-S-§nb Cu Adnhv \½-fnÂ \msfsb
¡pdn¨v IqSp-XÂ {]Xo£ \nd-bv¡p-¶p.
When an Indian professional becomes a ‘Non-Resident
Indian’ in the United States, he soon starts suffering
from a strange disease. The symptoms are a fixture of
restlessness, anxiety, hope and nostalgia. The virus is a
deep inner need to get back home. Like Shakespeare
said, “The spirit is willing but the flesh is weak.” The
medical world has not coined a word for this malady.
Strange as it is, it could go by a stranger name, the
‘X + 1’syndrome.”
“In other words if ‘X’ is the current year, then the
objective is to return in the ‘X + 1’ year. Since ‘X’ is a
changing variable, the objective is never reached.
Unable to truly melt in the ‘Great Melting Pot,’ chained
to his cultural moorings and haunted by an abject fear
of giving up an accustomed standard of living, the
Non-Resident Indian vacillates and oscillates between
two worlds in a twilight zone. Strangely, this malady
appears to affect only the Indians – all of our Asian
brethren from Japan, Korea and even Pakistan – seem
immune to it.”

{]ikvX t\mh-enÌv BÀ.- sI. \mcm-bWsâ hm¡p-If
- mWv
apI-fnÂ ]dª-Xv.
{io. BÀ. sI. \mcm-bWsâ ]dª kpJ-t¡Sv BZy-ambn
Ata-cn-¡-bnÂ F¯p¶ Hcp \Ã hn`mKw ae-bm-fn-I-fnepw
I−p hcp¶p. NneÀ H¶v c−p hÀj-§Ä¡pÅnÂ

F´vsIm−mWv \½Ä C´y-¡mÀ¡v am{Xw C{X
t\mÌmÄPnb {`aw? D¯cw efn-X-am-Wv. \½Ä
A`-bmÀYn-I-fmbn h¶-h-tcm, Zpcn-X-¡-S-enÂ \n¶v
{]mW-c-£mÀ°w ]em-b\w sNbvX-htcm AÃ. H¶p-InÂ
C¯ncn km¼-¯nI {]iv\-§tfm IpSpw_ {]mcm-_v[§tfm Bbn-cn¡mw \½-fnÂ Nnesc ChnsS F¯n-¨-Xv.
AXp-a-sÃ-¦nÂ sNdp {]mb-¯nÂ temIw I−v A\p-`-hÚm\w D−m-¡m-\pÅ A`n-em-j-amhmw CXnÂ GXp
hn`m-K-¯n-em-sW-¦nepw \mSpw hoSpw at\mlmcn-X-tbmsS
a\-ÊnÂ kvt\l-am-bpw, kz]v\-ambpw \nd-bp-¶p. aäp
]e- cm-Py-¡mÀ¡pw C\n Hcn-¡Â t]mepw HmÀ¡m³
CjvS-s¸-Sm¯ ZpcnXw \ÂIn-b-Xn-\m-emhmw P·\m-«n-tebv¡v XncnsI t]mIWw F¶ ISp¯ hmRvO
D−-m-Im-¯-Xv.
CXv sIm−v Xs¶-bmWv Rm³ Fsâ ""tIm^n hn¯v
KmÔm-cn-b-½'' F¶ ]pkvX-I-¯nÂ A\ytZi¯v
Xma-kn-¡p¶ ae-bm-fn-IÄ {]bm-k-s¸«v Pohn-¡p¶
{]hm-kn-I-f-Ã, adn¨v `qhm-kn-I-fmWv F¶v tcJ-s¸-Sp-¯n-b-Xv.
temI-s¯-hnsS Bbmepw P\n¨ a®n-s\bpw Pohn-¡p¶
a®n-s\bpw Hcp t]mse kvt\ln-¡m³ Ign-hpÅ
`qhm-kn-IÄ. C¯-hW tIc-ssfäv ssIImcyw sN¿p¶
hnjbw {][m-\a- mbpw Ata-cn-¡b
- nse ae-bmfn Pohn-Xa- m-Wv.
""Ata-cn-¡³ kz]v\§fpw Nne bmYmÀYy-§fpw þ
Unt{Sm-bnäv ae-bm-fn-I-fpsS Nn´-bnÂ'' F¶ teJ-\-¯nÂ
\½psS Unt{Smbnäv ae-bm-fn-IÄ a\kp Xpd-¡p-¶p.
A{]-Xo-£n-X-ambn h¶p tNÀ¶ Ah-k-chpw sNdp-¸-¯nsâ
DÕm-lhpw tNÀ¶-t¸mÄ A[nIw Nn´n-¡msX c−v
AsÃ-¦nÂ aq¶v hÀj-§-fn-tebv¡v Hcp temI ]cy-S\w
F¶ Xocp-am-\m-hp-ambn Ata-cn-¡-bnÂ F¯n-tNÀ¶p
Rm\pw hÀj-§Ä¡p tijw C¶v XnIª Hcp Ata-cn-¡³
ae-bm-fn-bm-bn- am-dn-bn-cn-¡p¶p F¶v a\-Ên-em-¡p-t¼mÄ
Ata-cn¡ X¶ Pohn-Xhpw Ah-k-c-§fpw F¶nÂ
IrXmÀYX \nd-bv¡p-¶-Xn-t\m-sSm¸w Xs¶ Fhn-sStbm
Hcp s\m¼cw, sXÃv thZ-\-tbmsSbÃmsX \mSn-s\¡p-dn¨v Nn´n-¡m³ Ign-bp-¶nÃ F¶Xv Xs¶ kXyw.
FÃm-hÀ¡pw \·bpw kvt\lhpw \ndª Hcp
{InkvXpakv IqsS Biw-kn¨p sIm−v Cu tIc-ssfäv
\n§Ä¡mbn kaÀ¸n-¡-s«.
kvt\l-]qÀÆw
_nµp- ]-Wn-¡À
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I am Indian and I come from a land of over a billion
people. Everyone there yearns to achieve success
and be unique. And that’s what brings us to this
land of opportunities. It has been almost 16 years
now. Despite the many benefits which I cherished
staying here, the one thing, which sometimes is so
powerful, that it seems to eat me up is lack of a
support system. I sure have made a lot of friends
since I first landed here, have grown careerwise, got
educational accomplishments, have a beautiful
family and have become a US citizen; but I still miss
India. Though I have some great friends to help me
whenever I need them, I miss having my protective
parents around me to save me from any problems.
I am much different from what I was like when I first
came here. I have matured as a person. I have learnt
to not let failure disappoint me. All of this was
because of having to face difficult times; being
emotionally away from family, shacking my
perspectives on life itself and realigning it. Had I
stayed in India, I am pretty sure that I would have
run home to my family whenever I was faced with
difficulties. Being here has made me stronger. I can
say that I have become Americanized to a great
extent or rather Americanization manifests
itself
on all immigrants.
What I like about being here is that there is a
freedom to dream big dreams; the freedom to
achieve based purely on merit rather than family

background or previous wealth or social status.
Every immigrant’s mentality is always to work hard,
make a good living and never give up in the pursuit
of living the American dream.
A friend of mine recently asked me if living the
American dream is worth it with all the stress that
comes with it. I replied to her with a quote I read
somewhere recently - “The road to success is not
easy to navigate, but with hard work, drive and
passion, it’s possible to achieve the American
dream.”
There sure is some stress living as an immigrant but
then what’s life without the bitter sweet
experiences.
Sreeja Sreekumar

*

*

*

*

*

sNdp-¸-¡m-e¯v {]hmkw F¶mÂ KÄ^v cmPy-§Ä
am{Xw Bbn-cp¶p a\-ÊnÂ. B kz]v\-hp-ambn Ccn-¡pt¼m-gmWv tPmen kw_-Ô-ambn Ata-cn-¡³
sFIy-\m-SpIfn-te¡p t]mIm³ HmÀ¡m-¸p-d-s¯mcp
Ah-kcw h¶p tNÀ¶-Xv.
sIm¨n-bnÂ A¯m-ghpw Ign-ªn-cn-¡p-t¼mÄ BWv
a{Zm-knse Hm^o-knÂ \n¶pw Hcp t^m¬ ImÄ.
adp-X-e-bv¡Â \n¶pw taep-tZym-K-Ø³ ]d-ªXv
C¶se F¶-Xp-t]mse HmÀ¡p-¶p. aä-¶mÄ
sshIo«v BWv ss^vfäv. \nÈ-_vZ-\mbnt¸mb Fs¶
AbmÄ HmÀ½n-¸n-¨p. Cu Ah-kcw If-ªmÂ
1
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]ns¶ Ft¸mÄ t]mIm³ ]äp-sa¶v ]d-bm³ ]än-Ã.
Imen-t^mÀWn-b-bnÂ h¶n-d§n _ÀKÀ InwKnÂ
\n¶pw BZys¯ _ÀKÀ hm§n I-gn-¡p-t¼mÄ
a\-ÊnÂ {io\n-hm-ksâ Ub-temKv BWv HmÀ½
h¶-Xv. hb-Êp-Im-e¯p Nmcp-I-tk-c-bnÂ InS¶p
Ab-hn-d-¡m³ Ipsd a[pckvac-W-IÄ D−m¡n Øew
hnSp-I. A{X- Xs¶. AXm-bXp In«nb Ahk-c-w
If-bmsX kpJn-¡p-I. Ah-k-c-§-fpsS \m«nÂ
amIvknaw Hcp- hÀjw.
c−p ]Xn-äm−-p-IÄ¡n-¸pdw Cu \m«nÂ Xs¶ FÃm
sFiz-cy-§Ä¡pw \Sp-hnÂ Ccp¶p U¦n³ tUmW-«nÂ
\n¶pw Hcp tUmW«pw Im¸nbpw Ign-¨p-sIm-−n
-cn-¡p-t¼mÄ a\-ÊnÂ Fhn-sStbm Hcp s\m¼cw
\m«nse I«³ Nmbbpw hSbpw t]mcm-bn-cpt¶m
F¶v.
Sujith Menon

*

*

*

*

*

Ata-cn-¡-bn-te-bv¡pÅ bm{X-bv¡n-S-bnepw AXn\p
ap³]pw I−n-«pÅ Ata-cn-¡³ Nn{X-§-fnÂ colorful
Bb lights Hs¡-bpÅ Las Vegas, Manhattan
Hs¡-bm-bn-cp-¶p.
1998þÂ Unt{Sm-bn-änÂ h¶n-d-§n.
XWp¯ Imäv, Hcp ]¨-bne t]mepw ImWm-\n-Ã.
CXmtWm Rm³ Nn{X-§-fnÂ I− Ata-cn¡?
BZys¯ A©v hÀj-§Ä Xncn-¨p-t]m-Im³ F¶pw
B{K-ln-¨p. FÃm Znh-khpw Ccp¶p Ic-ªp.
B A©p-hÀj-§Ä¡nS-bnÂ, aäp-Å-h-sc-Ãm-hcpw
I− Ata-cn¡ ]Xps¡ ImWm³ XpS-§n.
Cs¸m henb Ipg-¸-an-Ã, Hcp hn[w settled.
F¶mepw \mSv F¶pw lrZ-b-t¯mSv Gähpw ASp¯p
Xs¶ Ccn-bv¡p-¶p.
Jolly Daniel

*

*

*

*

*

A§ns\ {]tXy-In¨v Hcp]mSv- Im-cy-§Ä H¶pw
kz]v\w I−n-«Ã Rm³ Ata-cn-¡-bnÂ h¶Xv þ
Imc-Ww, AXn-\pÅ kabw In«n-bn-«nÃ. hfsc
A{]-Xo-£n-X-ambn IeymWw Ignªp DS³ Hcp
amk-¯n-\p-ÅnÂ Ata-cn¡bnÂ F¯p-I-bm-bn-cp-¶p.
ChnsS
F¯n-b-t¸mÄ,
FÃm-hÀ¡pw
BZyw
tXm¶p-¶-Xp-t]mse Hcp t_md³ Øew Bbn-«mWv
tXm¶n-b-Xv. Bfp-Ifpw Pohn-Xhpw Hs¡ hfsc
bm{´n-Iw. sasÃ sasÃ Iptd BfpIsf ]cn-N-b-s¸-«p.

A§ns\ Hcp]mSv- kvt\-l-apÅ \Ã Iptd friends
s\ In«n. Family ASp¯p h¶p. hoSmbn.
A§n-s\-sbms¡ Bb-t¸mÄ Cu Øe-t¯mfw \Ã
Hcp Øew temI¯p thsd D−m-hptam F¶v
tXm¶n. \½psS AÑ\pw A½bpw IqsS IqsS D−
m-bn-cp-s¶-¦nÂ FÃmw perfect Bb Hcp feeling!!
Now this is our home and the people around us are
our family. CXmWv F\nbv¡v Ata-cn-¡-sb-¸än

]d-bm-\p-ÅXv.
Bini Panicker

*

*

*

*

*

Hcp \gvknwKv tPmen In«n-bn-«mWv Ata-cn-¡-bnÂ
h¶Xv. aWn-¡q-dn\p In«p¶ tUmf-dnsâ IW¡p
tI«-t¸mÄ `b-¦c kt´mjw Bbn-cp-¶p. ]s£
BZys¯ i¼fw In«n-b-t¸mÄ Hcp sR«p sR«n.
400-þ500 tUmfÀ AXnÂ ImWp-¶n-Ã. B SmIvkv, Cu
SmIvkv Fs¶ms¡ ]dªp I«v sNbvXn-cn-¡p-¶p!!
]ns¶
Hcp
kz]v\-§-fpsS
\mSmWv
{]Xo-£-bn-emWv Ata-cn-¡-bnÂ h¶-Xv.

F¶

BZys¯ Iptd Znh-k-§-fnÂ Ccp¶v Snhn ImWÂ
am{X-am-bXp sIm−v I®S hbvt¡−n h¶p. A{Xbv¡p
boring Bbn-cp¶p.
]ns¶ AXn-\p-tijw Chn-Ss¯ ae-bmfnIsf-sbms¡
]cn-N-b-s¸«v friends Bb-t¸mÄ
now there’s no place like home!!
Zinus

*

*

*

*

*

I Came to America in 2002 excited to begin a new
phase of career at chicago,not much knowing
about the cultural variation other than via books
and tv episodes. Confidence was gained gradually
as I was single and had stepped out from what I was
familiar with, into the unknown.
I was willing to take on challenges ,adapt to the new
place ,was always amazed and confused by the
multitude choices of every commodity at the store.I
admired the Respect for all jobs and freedom and
liberation that women have here.
I found the people to be very welcoming and
country to be land of oppurtunities.
After a Year, I got married and moved to california
and started a new phase of life.
2
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Our trips , first car ,house everything brought a
sense of achievement in us but we always felt we
still belonged to india and dreamt of returning back
one day.
16 years have passed by. We are blessed with three
kids , have landed in more stable jobs, connected
very much with indian community and attempting
to integrate cultural values in kids and living the
american dream.
Over a period of time, our Visions have changed
from short term goals to long term ones like
retirement,healthcare,education of kids etc.We
have cemented a belief that this will be our land
now but I still miss the people, the bonding and
chaos that only India can offer.
KarthyRavikanth

*

*

*

*

*

Coming to America was not in my plans as a
teenager or as a young adult. I always wanted to
stay close to my family. Krishna was employed in
Bahrain when we got married. Within a year, plans
changed; he got a job in the United States.
Reluctantly, I set off for America.
Soon I realized that no matter where you are, life is
what you make it. Not without challenges, life has
been good - abundance of good friends,
opportunities, and God’s grace. Even though the
current political climate is different, wishing and
hoping that this country, built by immigrants, will
embrace the next generation with open arms as
well.
Usha Krishnakumar

*

*

*

*

*

America will be the most "welcoming" country in
the world for immigrants. A country where you
actually have "rights," don’t have to fear the police
and expect to be treated with equality and respect
at work, play and leisure.
A country where everybody follows the law and
your unique heritage and culture is welcomed and
appreciated.
Boundless freedom and support to chase your
unique “American Dream.”

America is no longer the "welcoming" country,
Statue of Liberty has lost its sheen and is no longer
the beacon for immigrants.
Words such as “race,” “foreigner,” “go back,” “wall”
are getting more and more relevant in the american
society. These are troubled times but I am still
optimistic about the future and believe this cloud
will pass and the glow in the torch of Statue of
Liberty will return with full glory.
Shibu Devapalan

*

*

*

*

*

It was many years ago that I first came to the United
States. At 24, Michigan to me represented a grand
adventure, another chapter in a relatively young life.
With time, as motherhood took its seat in my life,
Michigan evolved into the ideal place to raise my
family. Now, as I juggle work, family, school, friends
and community - Michigan is simply "home;" a
place of belonging. Life, however, is a complex,
nostalgic curiosity, because right alongside my love
for Michigan grows a deep yearning for my other
home. The one with swaying palms, monsoon
showers, and air rich with the sounds of a million
happenings. The perplexing dilemma of an
immigrant!
Preethy Premkumar

*

*

*

*

*

American Dream!

Ata-cn-¡... Ah-k-c-§-fpsS \mSv.... ]Xn-aq-¶-phÀjw
ap³]v BZy-ambn Ata-cn-¡-bnÂ Hcp {lkz-Ime
project hÀ¡n-\mbn hcp-t¼mÄ Fs¶ Gähpw
BIÀjn-¨Xv Chn-Ss¯ amazing work culture
Bbn-cp-¶p.
AXp-sIm−p
Xs¶
Rm³
Ata-cn-¡-bn-te-bv¡v tNt¡-dm³ a\-Ên-ep-−m-bn-cp¶
Hcp kz]v\w kwXp-en-X-amb Hcp work-life balance
Bbn-cp-¶p... CucmPyw Fs¶ \ncm-i-\m-¡n-bn-Ã...
ChnsS h¶v ]¯v hÀjw ]n¶n-Sp-t¼mgpw AXn\v
Hcp- am-ähpw kw`-hn-¨n-«n-Ã... Pohn-X-¯nÂ outside of
career Rm³ sN¿m³ B{K-ln¨ aäp -XmÂ]cy§Ä
AhnLv\w sN¿m³ IgnbpI... AsX I am living my

American Dream...

Subhash Ramachandran

*

*

*

*

*
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When I came to America, I was a student on F1 visa.
It was the peak of recession in 2008 at Wayne State
University, where people were losing jobs every
hour. I also heard that the immigration authorities
were deporting people on work visas due to them
having no jobs. I had no idea what would happen to
me when I completed my studies. Then came the
OPT, and OPT extension. It’s trees over trees that
are cut on paperwork, and my feeling is strong
about unnecessarily complicating a simple process
to make it difficult for the deserving while the
undeserved and under-qualified get to enjoy.
Immigration now is the worst nightmare for work
visa holders, and I really know how it feels when
someone loses his or her job. It is all bureaucracy,
with people appointed to make decisions, where
they do not have any idea of what they are doing!
Such is the fate, but still there is a light of hope in
the land of opportunities.
GauthamThyagarajan

*

*

*

*

*

Having worked for about 5 years after my
Bachelor's, I wanted to take a break, and in the best
interest of my career, I thought doing a Master's
would be an apt one. I considered it safe to choose
USA since job opportunities are better and life is
easy with English compared to other European
countries. My expectation was to learn something
new while I'm here, since USA is a land of
immigrants from diverse cultures. Three years now,
I feel happy to have attempted this transition, since
I've been able to try new things that I had never
tried in India, like mountain biking, baseball and
kayaking (not that these were not available in India,
just that I wasn't inspired to check these out). My
impression so far about life in US is that, as long as
we have a decent job, we get access to a variety of
comforts in life to choose from. Yes, at times I do
feel insecure knowing that gun culture is not
uncommon here, but I believe I'm good as long as
I'm not in the wrong place at the wrong time. Subtle
forms of racist reservations are apparent at a few
places, but as long as we have a positive attitude
and a good sense of humor, we can strike it even.
Rahul Vijayan

*

*

*

*

*

25 June 2003 was the date I flew out to America
with my newlywed husband. As all, I too was super
excited to join him on this trip, so I packed up and
was on the go. Little did I think what I was leaving
behind, till I boarded the plane Suddenly I felt this
deep urge to touch, feel and hug my mom and dad,
and felt so very insecure to leave the land, all of
which has always been a part of me, which we
hardly realize till we have to move away. My
newlywed husband tried his best to convince me,
saying I don’t have to worry as he was there for me.
But all that words meant little to me at that time. As
there was no turning around, I flew on the plane
with the guy who was promising a life to me. Today
that insecure woman who landed in Detroit crying,
is a mom of two and a proud wife of a man who
kept his promise.
Today this is home and the most secure place in the
entire world.
Swapna Gopalakrishnan

*

*

*

*

*

We were the first from our family to immigrate!
Going through a myriad of process that we had to
navigate!
Little did we know what to expect...
But we always thought this country to be perfect...
American Dream is what we wanted to chase
With support from friends, family and God's grace
Dreams to come true
As we continue to break thru
Deepa and Prabs

*

*

*

*

*

The American Dream! Being in a millennial
generation sincerely chasing and living this dream,
it was but inevitable that I did the same. I came to
America to do my masters, and quickly learned that
self-reliance is a virtue and you work hard to pave
your way up! I still strongly believe that this is a land
of opportunities and you reap what you sow. While
I love and miss my homeland, I am always thankful
to the people and communities here for the support
and contributions done for the betterment of the
society. I wish my views never change and we
welcome more people chasing the dream!
Dhanya Menon
4
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Kerala Floods:

When God’s Own Country Drowned
By Prabs Chandrasekaran, charity lead and Sujith Menon, president
On August 15, while the rest of India were
celebrating the Independence Day with pomp and
glory, little did we realize what was in store for the
people of Kerala. The torrential rain did not stop
and was unabated for the whole day.
This
continued into the next day as well and to make
matters worse, the area of these downpours were
near the reservoirs of Kerala that holds water for
irrigation and drinking purpose. The reservoirs were
already strained in capacity from previous rainfalls.
August 2018 rainfall in Kerala was 164% excess for
the month than normal. By the end of the day on
August 16, the reservoirs swelled to their maximum
capacities and reached dangerous levels of
breaching. Sensing catastrophic conditions, it was
decided to open the gates of all major dams in the
state. The spillways of 35 of the 54 dams within the
state were opened for the first time in history.
Kerala and its people are now under the mercy of
the flood waters. It was the worst flood in Kerala in
nearly a century. Over 483 people died and 15 are
missing. At least a million people were evacuated.
All 14 districts of the state were placed on red alert.
According to the Kerala government, one-sixth of
the total population of Kerala had been directly
affected by the floods and related incidents. The
Indian government had declared it a Level 3
Calamity, or "calamity of a severe nature." It is the
worst flood in Kerala after the great flood of 99
(Malayalam year) that happened in 1924.
As the day dawned on August 16, in the U.S., Kerala
Club executive members were watching the media
of what was unfolding in their native land and it
was becoming more and more clear of the worst
natural disaster in Kerala. We saw images of
frightening destruction, raging floods ravaging
Kerala, desperate pleas for rescue as water levels
rose, videos of homes destroyed and people
displaced. We witnessed from afar, the worst
calamity that Kerala had seen in a century.
And, just as despair was at its peak, from this
immense tragedy arose something else; stronger

and more ferocious than ever – the human will to
persevere! Fishermen came by the hundreds to
navigate the raging waters; our brave hearts in
uniform worked tirelessly to reach the almost
unreachable; young men and women mobilized and
led rescue and relief efforts. Our leaders, political
and administrative, worked side by side without
regard for their own comfort.
As an organization that prides itself in serving the
community, we decided this is the time of need for
our brothers and sisters back home who
desperately needed help. After quick planning
discussions of the available options, we decided to
do a fundraiser so that the money collected could
be directly used for relief and rehabilitation work
with our partners back home to the most floodaffected victims in the state.
A “Go Fund Me” (https://www.gofundme.com/
kerala-floods-relief-fundraiser) was started on
August 17, with the goal of raising $25,000 towards
this effort. Our friends, donors and patrons who
also saw the heart-wrenching images on the media
opened their hearts and extended their arms to
help and contribute to the GFM campaign. In four
days we reached our target goal of $25,000 and
with the help of local media such as CNN.com, Fox
2 News, Channel 4 News WXYZ, our GFM page
became one of the most accessed page during this
flood crisis. People started contributing from far
and away, some of them with no idea or information
about Kerala but all they wanted to do was help. We
decided to increase our campaign goal to $50,000
and our donors continued their support. Very soon
we reached $45,000 in 13 days of starting the
campaign. On October 31, we decided to formally
close our GFM campaign after reaching our of goal
of $50,000.
In addition to our GFM campaign, we received
contribution from our partners in the amount of
$30,000 and Kerala Club and its executive
committee members donated $10,000 towards
5
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this effort as well, In all we collectively raised over
$90,000 as part of the campaign to support the
flood affected victims of Kerala and this was a great
team effort with everyone involved. Kudos to all of
you who helped in this process to make a difference.
Our work had only started as we began raising the
funds. We quickly mobilised our contacts in Kerala
to get in touch with NGOs providing relief work at
ground zero and started our project execution. To
date, we have completed 17 projects of the planned
25 projects (details included). These projects have
been executed in almost all of the districts of Kerala
which were affected by the floods - Kottayam,
Palakkad, Alappuzha, Idukki, Wayanad, Kozhikode,
Ernakulam andThrissur. Across these districts, we
have helped over 1000 families directly in relief and
rehabilitation efforts.
On a final note, Kerala Club and its executive
committee members want to thank all those people
with big heart who trusted us in our campaign and
emerged as heroes in time of need and restored our
collective faith in humanity. Everyone contributed
towards making a difference and together we made
the change to help our people back home.
Stay tuned for further updates on our online
channels:
1)

http://keralaclub.org/floodrelief.html

2)

https://www.facebook.com/TheKeralaClub/
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Project 1 - Submitted by Sujith Menon
Organization: VISWAS (Victims Sensitization,
Welfare & Assistance Society) is an NGO which
undertake many humanitarian & social welfare
initiatives.
Coordinators: President: Sri. D. Balamurali IAS,
district collector, Palakkad, Secretary : Sri. P.
Premnath, assistant public prosecutor
Place: Kanjikode Apna Ghar relief camp
Kerala Club Coordinators: Subhash Ramachandran
(EC Member), Sujith Menon (President)
Project details:
The Kerala Club of Detroit, Michigan donated 1000
beds to the occupants at Kanjikode Apna Ghar
relief camp at a function held in Palakkad in the
presence of Sri. D. Balamurali IAS (District Collector,
Palakkad) and Krishnakumar (Deputy Chairman,
Palakkad Municipality). This would cover the bedding
need for all of the people at this relief camp. Mr.
Subhash Ramachandran, ex-president of the Kerala
Club along with Sujith Menon handled the logistics
from our end. The Kerala Club worked with VISWAS,
an NGO in Palakkad to coordinate these efforts.

Apna Ghar is originally a state-of-the-art facility for
migrant workers which is yet to be inaugurated and
occupied. This was converted to a relief camp due
to the urgent flood situation. Apna Ghar facility has
64 big rooms and there are 610 people in this relief
camp. Most of the occupants at this relief camp are
from various flood-affected areas of Palakkad, like
Kalpathy, Sekharipuram, Olavakkode, Kadukkam
Kunnu and Shankhu Varathodu.

Project 2 - Submitted by
Binu and Bini Panicker
Organization: Chingavanam School serving as emergency relief camp
Coordinators: School principal, relief camp coordinators
Place: Kurichi Relief Camps

Kerala Club Coordinators: Binu Panicker
(Member), Bini Panicker (Member)
Project details:
Chingavanam School is serving as a
makeshift emergency relief camp for
Lakshmi Veedu Colony members. Kurichi
is another relief camp serving the needs of
people affected in Kottayam. Based on the
relief camp help request, members of
Kerala Club worked with the relief camp
coordinators and school principal to
provide urgently needed essential clothes.
Most of the relief camp residents have lost
all of their basic clothing.
7
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Project 3 - Submitted by Jaison Nellikkunnel
Organization: Lions Club Thodupuzha
Coordinators: Students and staff from Santhigiri
College Vazhithala
Place: Poomala to Padinjaremethotti Villages in
Idukki District
Kerala Club Coordinator: Jaison Nelli (Treasurer)
Project details:
Lions Club Thodupuzha members, in partnership
with Kerala Club of Detroit, along with the National
Service Society unit volunteers of 93 students and
7 staff members from Santhigiri College Vazhithala
were mobilized to perform the cleanup activities of
remote tribal village homes. Kerala Club sponsored
the food and rent for all materials used for cleaning
and transportation of the volunteers.
As you can see from media coverage videos,
transporting such a large number of volunteers
through unpaved and treacherous flood-damaged

roads of Poomala to Padinjaremethotti was a
challenging undertaking. The volunteers had to go
on foot to reach the actual locations in the end. This
project not only provides the satisfaction of helping
the flood affected tribal villages but also the
happiness of being able to get the younger
generation students involved in the community
responsibility and volunteering.

Project 4 - Submitted by Binu and Bini Panicker
Organization: Rotary Club of Kottayam
Coordinator: Brijesh Andrews
Place: Kottayam
Kerala Club Coordinators: Baiju Panicker (BOT Chairman), Bindu Panicker (EC
Member), Binu Panicker (Member), Bini Panicker (Member)
Project details:
Working with NGO (Rotary Club) to hand over the most essential cloth
items for the flood-affected victims in the Kottayam East District through
the Rotary Club outreach. Members of the Rotary Club have mobilized
volunteers from different parts to hand over these essential materials to
the displaced people currently living in relief camps.

Project 5 - Submitted by Jain Mathews
Organization: Kallara Panchayath
Coordinators: Shrimathi. Annamma Raju - Panchayath
President
Kerala Club Coordinator: Jain Mathews (EC Member)
Project details:
Jain Mathews, along with a group of youth volunteers,
went to the Kallara Panchayath in the Mundar area of
Kottayam District with the cleaning kit for homes. The
youth volunteers, along with KC members, cleaned the
houses of the villagers and helped them get back to
normal life from the flood-affected houses
8
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Project 6 - Submitted by Jaison Nellikkunnel

1. Kizhakkemethotti with 33 families

Organization: Lions Club Thodupuzha

2. Padinjaremethotti with 74 families

Place: Velliyamattom Panchayat in Idukki District
Kerala Club Coordinator: Jaison Nelli (Treasurer)
Project details:
Lions Club members, in partnership with Kerala
Club of Detroit, visited 3 camps at the remote tribal
regions of Velliyamattom Panchayat in Idukki District.
Idukki district is one of the

3. Kozhippilli with 19 families.
Items distributed at these camps included much
needed essentials such as lungi, nightie, blankets,
undergarments, soap, candles, food items like
lentils, sooji and tea powder. Also provided were
small items necessary for immediate survival and
cooking needs.

most impacted areas in
Kerala as a result of the
floods and landslides. The
infrastructure of the district
is severely destroyed with
around 1000 kms of road
damaged. These volunteers
braved these obstacles
to reach the remote parts
of the district where relief
was much needed.
The remote camps included

Project 7 - Submitted by Jaison Nellikkunnel
Organization:
District Drug Warehouse, State
Warehouse Corporation, Wayanad
Coordinators: Warehouse Managers
Kerala Club Coordinator: Jaison Nelli (Treasurer)
Project details:
ORS - Oral rehydration system is a type of fluid
replacement used to prevent and treat
dehydration, especially due to diarrhea. With
the possibility of water-borne diseases
spreading, the need for these systems are at
utmost importance to these places. An NGO
van from Bengaluru transported these ORS
to Wayanad District Drug Warehouse with
the help of volunteers from Bengaluru.
Kerala Club flood relief funds accounted for
purchasing 6800 units of the ORS to the
warehouse. The ORS was purchased at a
discounted price in Bengaluru, and was
delivered to the Wayanad district govt. drug
warehouse in Kalpetta for distribution
throughout the rest of the hospitals. There

was shortage of ORS in Wayanad. The store
manager was surprised that the price we got ORS
for was so less. He also mentioned that this ORS is
of very good quality, which makes it easy for kids to
consume. The standard ORS they distribute is
flavorless. The ORS from Bengaluru was purchased
at 1/5 the price and so, the number of contributions
increased 5 times than what it would have been
otherwise.
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Project 8 - Submitted by
Jaison Nellikkunnel
Organization:
RECCA
SEWA
Charitable Society, Kakkanad.
Place: Cochin and Aluva
Kerala Club Coordinator: Jaison
Nelli (Treasurer)
Project details:
Flood kits provided to 500 families
in the Chennamkary Village.

Project 10 - Submitted by Deepa Prabhakar
Organization: Kozhikode
Hospital (KDCH)

District

Co-operative

Coordinators:
Shri. M. Bhaskaran (President, KDCH), Dr. A.C. Vijayshankar
(Former Director and Chief of Medicine, KDCH), Shri.
A.V. Santosh Kumar (Secretary, KDCH).
Place: Atholi and Perambra Taluks in Kozhikode
district.
Kerala Club Coordinators: Deepa Prabhakar
(Executive
Member);
Prabs
Chandrasekaran
(Charity Lead and Joint Treasurer)
Project details:
Kozhikode

District

Co-operative

Hospital

in
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partnership with Kerala Club of Detroit conducted
10 medical camps in flood-affected areas of
Kozhikode namely, Atholi and Perambra Taluks. The
hospital staff and doctors handed over free
medicines to the flood victims taking into
consideration the epidemic onset of water-borne
and communicable diseases in the area. KDCH staff
and doctors are very grateful to Kerala Club of
Detroit and its members for this kind gesture in
ensuring the financial contribution reached them in
a timely manner. Dr. A. C. Vijayshankar handed over
the check from Kerala Club of Detroit to the
President of KDCH Mr. M. Bhaskaran to kick off the
camp.

Project 11 - Submitted by
Karthy Unnikrishnan
Organization: Charankattu foundation.
Place: Kalavoor Boys HS and Ullala Omkareshwara
temple - Alappuzha
Kerala Club Coordinator: Karthy Unnikrishnan (KC
EC Member)
Project details:
Around 7000 people from Kuttanad have been
moved to relief camps in Alappuzha. Most of the
people needed basic clothing. On August 23, relief
supplies - lungi, nighties, undergarments, soaps,
brushes and mats were supplied to the affected
people with help of volunteers from Charankattu
foundation to two relief camps - Kalavoor Boys HS
which hosts 850 people and Ullala Omkareshwara
temple which hosts 750 people. Items delivered
included 100 lungies, 300 undergarments, 300
soaps, 60 brushes, 100 nighties, 30 kailies, 100
bamboo mats and others.

Project 12 - Submitted by
Deepa Prabhakar
Organization: ADORA - Agency for Development
Operations in Rural Areas
Coordinator:
Director

Ms. Nargees Beegam - Executive

Place: Flood-affected areas of Wayanad and
Kozhikode districts
Kerala Club Coordinators: Deepa Prabhakar
(Executive
Member);
Prabs
Chandrasekaran
(Charity Lead and Joint Treasurer)
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Project details:
ADORA - Agency for Development Operations
in Rural Areas, in partnership with Kerala Club of
Detroit, is helping the flood-affected victims in
the remote and rural areas of Wayanad and
Kozhikode districts in Kerala. As part of this
effort, the two organizations partnered in
helping provide 25 families with beds; the
villagers lost everything in their household

during the floods, including place to sleep. Along
with this effort, the two organizations are helping
young children (40 families) with school bags as
they get back to school and start their work. Many
kids being helped had lost all of their books, school
bags and other study materials. The Government of
Kerala is helping with the books and other study
materials.

Project 13 - Submitted by Asha Manoharan
Coordinator: Shri. T. U. Radhakrishnan, Ex MLA
Place: Flood-affected areas of Chalakudy, Thrissur District
Kerala Club Coordinators: Jain Mathews (Executive Committee Member);
Asha Manoharan (Executive Committee Member)
Project details:
Kerala Club Executive
Committee Member and
former President Jain
Mathews partnered with Ex
MLA Mr. T. U. Radhakrishnan
to help the flood-affected
victims of Mala Panchayat
and
Annamanada
Panchayath located on
the banks of the river
Chalakudy in Thrissur
district. The help was
provided to a total of 200
families - 118 families from
Annamanada Panchayat and
82 families from Mala
Panchayat. Members of
these families were in
flood relief camps. The
packet
distributed
included clothes such as
saree, nightie and mundu
(basic essentials). The
clothes were purchased
from Tirupur warehouse
at whole sale price. 200
packets were purchased
at a discounted price of
Rs. 500 each.
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Project 14 - Submitted by Shanavas Emke
Organization: Red Cross - Ernakulam
Coordinators: President: Sri. D. Balamurali IAS,
District Collector, Palakkad, Secretary: Sri. P. Premnath,
Assistant Public Prosecutor
Place: Kadungallore Panchayat in Aluva (Ernakulam
District)

Kerala Club and one pillow supplied by Red Cross.
The distribution was done using the vehicle of the
Pain and Palliative outfit of the Red Cross. Most of
the beneficiaries were sick or disabled people
identified by Red Cross. We persuaded the bed
manufacturer to supply 70 beds instead of the
agreed 65 taking into consideration the
humanitarian need.

Kerala Club Coordinator: Shanavas
Emke
(Executive
Committee
Member)
Project details:
A project to distribute beds to
flood-affected people in Aluva and
surrounding area, especially
Kadungallore
panchayat
was
conducted in partnership with Red
Cross - Ernakulam district. A total
of 70 families were provided help
as part of this effort; each family
received one bed supplied by

Project 15 - Submitted by
Thomas Kutty
Organization: Kumarakom Panchayat,
Vellore Christian Medical College
Place: Attippidika,
Kottayam district

Kumarakom

-

Kerala Club Coordinator: Thomas
Kutty (Board of Trustee and
Executive Committee Member
Project details:
On

September

16,

Kumarakom

Panchayat members, along with the Doctors of Vellore Christian Medical College in partnership with Kerala
Club of Detroit, organized a medical camp in Kari Colony near Attippidika, Kumarakom. Along with medical
camp the volunteers with support from Kerala Club distributed essential items to 132 flood-affected victims
in the colony. The materials distributed included lungies, nighties, bed sheets, towels, soaps, toothpaste etc.

Project 16 - Submitted by Sujith Menon
Organization: VISWAS (Victims Sensitization,
Welfare & Assistance Society) is an NGO which
undertakes many humanitarian & social welfare
initiatives.
Coordinator: Shri. P. Premnath, Secretary
Place: Vaidyanathapuram, Palakkad

Kerala Club Coordinator: Sujith Menon (President)
Project details:
Mixers and grinders were distributed under the
auspices of Kerala Club and VISWAS. Kerala Club
President and VISWAS Secretary distributed the
13
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mixer grinders to natives of
Chalakadavu and Thonipalayam
who lost a lot in the August
floods
in
Kerala.
Municipal
Councilor Sreemathi, Former
Councilor Uma CN and VISWAS
Treasurer B. Jayarajan also
participated in the distribution.

Youth and Kids Involvement and Recognition
Rahul Prabhakar:
Kerala Club of Detroit would like to thank our youth
member Rahul Prabhakar (Son of Executive
Committee Member - Deepa Prabhakar and Charity
Lead - Prabs Chandrasekaran) for helping organizing
a fundraiser at his school - University of Detroit
Jesuit to support our flood relief cause. As part of
this fundraiser Rahul and his school raised $1000.
Rahul worked with his school authorities to
organize the event and received great support from
staff and students. Special shout out to all of the
staff and students of University of Detroit Jesuit
who supported this event.
Rahul also contributed $116 from his personal
savings to the Kerala
Club Go Fund Me
Page. According to
Rahul, he wanted to
do his part in a small
way keeping up with
the traditions of his
school which supports
community service #MEN FOR OTHERS.
He wanted to see
Kerala, his home state,
do a speedy recovery
and wanted it to be
back as the beautiful
place he visited earlier
this year.

Kudos to Rahul for exhibiting great leadership
qualities as well as humanitarian gesture in helping
the people of the flood-affected victims in Kerala.
His contributions will go a long way in providing the
needed help to children and senior citizens. We are
proud to have young members exhibiting
leadership qualities like him in our club. Looking
forward to his continued help and support in the
future.
Kaushik Nair:
Kerala Club and its executive committee members
would like to give a big shout out to Kaushik Nair, a
Senior at Novi High School and son of Deepthy Nair
and Madhu Nair, for raising money towards the
Kerala Floods Relief and Rehabilitation efforts.
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Kaushik raised $2400 through a Facebook
fundraiser and donated $1200 towards the Kerala
Club Flood fundraiser.
Kudos to Kaushik for organizing this fundraiser on
August 17and raising this money towards a great
cause. It is amazing to see kids thinking about
helping people back home and goes to show how
the community needs more kids like Kaushik to
show the generous act.
According to Kaushik - "I started a fundraiser on
Facebook, and invited everybody I knew to help out
in whatever way possible. I had never raised money
online before, so I was initially skeptical of its
capabilities. However, with the help of my parents,
I was able to raise over $700 on the first day alone.
I believe that the primary reason for such a

successful fundraiser was the fact that a lot of
people were sharing my page and information
about the floods on their social media. This allowed
people to be aware of the situation in Kerala and
made them want to help out."
Parasar and SreeDeekshitha Athmakuri:
Kerala Club and its executive committee members
would like to give a big shout out to to Parasar and
SreeDeekshitha Athmakuri for contributing to the
Kerala Club Go Fund Me from their personal
savings.
Varnika Are:
Kerala Club and its executive committee members
would like to give a big shout out to to Varnika Are
for contributing to the Kerala Club Go Fund Me.

Our partners who stood with us in
raising funds for the flood-affected victims
Michigan Indo-American Forum (MIAF):
Kerala Club members would like to convey their
sincere thanks to the Michigan Indo-American
Forum (MIAF) for their kind gesture in donating
$5000 to the Kerala Club's Kerala Floods Relief
Fundraiser. This amount will be utilized in our
ongoing relief and rebuilding efforts for the people
of Kerala. Kerala Club and its members would like to
thank Mr. Murali Nair - President MIAF, Mr. Nandu
Kamat - Treasurer MIAF and the entire team at
MIAF for this wonderful partnership towards a
great cause.

Henry Ford Macomb Hospitals Medical Staff
Fund:
The Kerala Club received a generous contribution
from Henry Ford Macomb Hospitals Medical Staff
Fund in the amount of $5000 towards our Kerala
Floods Relief Fundraiser. The amount will be
utilized in the ongoing efforts by the Kerala Club
volunteers in helping the relief and rebuilding effort
for the Kerala flood victims. We wish to thank Dr. Liz
Wilson and the entire Henry Ford Macomb
Hospitals Medical staff for this kind gesture. The
amount will be utilized in the ongoing efforts by the

Kerala Club volunteers in helping the relief and
rebuilding effort for the Kerala flood victims.

Children’s Academy:
Thank you, Children’s Academy, for supporting our
Kerala Floods Relief Fundraiser. A great gesture by
a great organization. A partner in need is a partner
indeed. The $2000 will greatly help in providing the
much needed assistance to the flood victims in
Kerala. Mrs. Sherin Thomas has been a great partner
with us over the years; we sincerely appreciate it.

Skateworld:
Kerala Club of Detroit would like to sincerely thank
Skate World of Troy and Nirupa Surendran for
partnering with us in helping raise funds for the
Kerala Floods Relief Fundraiser. Skate World of Troy
owner Larry Masumy reached out with an open
heart after seeing the people of Kerala suffer due to
the devastating floods. Nirupa Surendran was the
main driving force in this fundraiser working closely
with Skate World of Troy and Kerala Club members
to organize and successfully conduct the fundraiser.
With all the support that we received from Skate
World of Troy's patrons we raised over $1000 on
15
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Thursday, September 13 that will go to our Kerala
Floods Relief efforts. Thank you, Skate World of
Troy and Nirupa Surendran for all your help and
partnership.

Great Lake Medicine, Shelby Twp:
The Kerala Club of Detroit would like to thank Great
Lake Medicine, Shelby Twp and Dr. Liz Wilson for
their generous contribution of $1000 towards our
Kerala Floods Relief Fundraiser. The amount will be
utilized in the ongoing efforts by the Kerala Club
volunteers in helping the relief and rebuilding effort
for the Kerala flood victims.

Auburn Neurology and Sleep Association:
The Kerala Club and its members thank Auburn
Neurology and Sleep Association for their generous
contribution of $1000 towards our Kerala Floods
Relief Fundraiser.

MI BIHAR:
Thank you MI Bihar Association (mibihar.com) for
supporting our Kerala Floods Relief Fundraiser. A
great gesture by a great organization. A partner in
need is a partner indeed. The $1001 will greatly help
in providing the much needed assistance to the
flood victims in Kerala.

University of Detroit Jesuit High School and
Academy:
On behalf of all the members of Kerala Club of
Detroit, we would like to convey our sincere thanks
and gratitude in receiving a check of $1000
from University of Detroit Jesuit High School
and Academy. Special thanks to Mr. Chandler,

Mr. Trudell, the entire Faith and Service Department
and all the students who contributed.

GoFundMe:
Thank you GoFundMe for contributing to our Kerala
Club Kerala Flood Relief Fundraiser.
https://www.gofundme.com/kerala-floods-relief-fu
ndraiser. We sincerely appreciate your gesture in
providing the much needed contribution to this
noble cause. It is an honor for us to be recognized
as one of the deserving campaigns by your team.
Folks in Kerala who are severely impacted by the
devastating floods are slowly trying to get their
lives back together and with your help we are
working hard to provide all the needed relief,
rehabilitation and rebuilding efforts to the people.
Your platform has provided us with immense help in
mobilizing the funds without which it was
impossible for us to make an impact. Looking
forward to a great ongoing partnership.

Blitzmode:
Thank you, BlitzMode, for partnering with Kerala
Club of Detroit's Flood Relief Fundraiser and
contributing a portion of your sales towards this
noble cause. Brothers from Ohio helping Brothers
and Sisters in Kerala is a true testament of the
humanitarian gesture. Your help and contribution
will go a long way in helping the people affected by
the flood.
According to Btlizmode “ TILL THE 7TH OF
SEPTEMBER 20% OF ALL BLITZMODE BRAND
SALES AND 15% OF ALL NON-BLITZMODE BRAND
SALES WILL BE DONATED TO @THE KERALA
16
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CLUB. THE KERALA CLUB WILL ALSO MATCH AT
AN ADDITIONAL 20%. (EXCLUDES ANY NON
BLITZMODE BRAND CRICKET BALLS). THE
KERALA CLUB IS DOING GREAT WORK TO HELP
THE PEOPLE OF KERALA. EVEN IF YOU DON'T
NEED CRICKET GEAR PLEASE VISIT THEIR
WEBSITE OR THEIR GOFUNDME PAGE TO
DONATE.”

Parashakthi Temple:
On behalf of the Kerala Club of Detroit and the
entire 2018 executive committee, we would like to
express
our
sincere
gratitude
for
your
organization’s efforts in helping us with the Kerala
Flood Relief Fundraiser Campaign organized by
The Kerala Club. Your generous contribution of
$745 to this cause, will go a long way in supporting
the relief and rebuild operations for the thousands
of displaced people The Kerala Club Executive
Committee would like to give a shout-out to Dr.
Krishna Kumar, M.D and Mr. Chandrachoodan

Narayanan for coordinating the effort on behalf of
your organization. Thank you! You have made a real
difference in the lives of the flood victims.

MIIndia Foundation:
MIIindia Foundation was formed in 2005 following
the massive Tsunami tragedy in Southeast Asia.
Over the last 13 years, MIIndia Foundation has been
engaged in a number of charitable activities in
Michigan with several local and international
grassroots organizations. Funds are disbursed to
needy kids in the greater Detroit area with a special
focus on education for homeless kids. The
Foundation also supports victims of domestic
abuse and disseminating information to help new
immigrants assimilate better. Foundation raised
funds to help the victims of the Nepal earthquake,
Chennai and Kerala Floods. For more information
visit https://www.miindia.com/foundation

Kerala Club Youth Project
Team Members:
Akshay Valoor, Joshua Primus Kelanthara, Nikita,
Nikhil, Ethan Arun, Neha Menon, Aakash Menon,
Kevin Mathews, Neha Reuben, Rahul Prabhakar,
Shreya Pillai, Mihika Shibu, Nidhi Jaison, Sreeram
Panicker, Sreelakshmi Panicker

preserve their study materials securely in case of
any calamity.
For further updates, please tune into
www.keralaclub.org or https://www.facebook.com/
TheKeralaClub/

Mentors:
Prabs
Chandrasekaran,
Charity Lead and Sujith Menon,
President
Organization:
VISWAS (Victims Sensitization, Welfare
& Assistance Society) is an NGO which
undertakes, many humanitarian &
social welfare initiatives.
Project Details: Preserve Educational
Materials - In one of the projects
executed in the district of Palakkad, the
KC Youth is coordinating with VISWAS
and is working with the school
authorities in identifying eligible and
deserving school students. These are
students who lost all their educational
materials in the floods along with other
belongings. These kids would be
educated and provided with means to
17
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Special Discount Program for Kerala Club Members
Negociate, price match and still be able to use the coupon.
Valid on any GAF System install. Call us for more details.

Your Southeast Michigan
.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
We are a premier roofing company
 RO O F RE P LA CE ME N T

operating in Southeast Michigan,

Roof has many components beyond
Shingles. These are equally important and
play a big role in the longtivity of the roof.

Residendial and Commercial

specializing

New Roof or Re-roof

commercial roofing services. We

1.

Lifetime Architectural Shingles

are dedicated to providing customer

2.

Attic Vantilation System

service and workmanship that is

3.

Roof Deck Protection

second to none. As a GAF certified

4.

Starter Strip Shingles

roofing company, we can offer you

5.

Leak Barriers 6. Ridge Caps

Disaster Response Program
24/7 Emergency Service
Roof Inspections and Consulting
 A TTIC INS ULA TI ON

in

residential

and

the best products and installation in

10 point inspection
Blown in insulatoin as per code
Best prices when done with roof

the business paired with a warranty
designed to keep you covered for
lifetime. Our dedication to quality

 RO O F MA INTE NA N CE P LA N

pushes us to use the latest roofing

Low monthly payment

technology in order to deliver you a

Worry free roof for life

roof

First year included with new roof

37254 Ford Road Westland, MI 48185

Tel 734 304 0090

that

is

built

to

hsingh@911restoration.com

last.

WWW.911ROOFINGUSA.COM
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Retirement is the beginning of a new lifestyle for
the older people that does not involve getting up
early and going to work. When you plan to leave the
workforce for retirement, the pressure is on you to
make the right choice. It is very likely that the next
twenty or more years of your potential life as a
retiree is riding on the decision that you make,
unless it is a forced retirement. Looking at a
somewhat perfect scenario, it is promising and

The Retirement
Challenges,
Before and After

rewarding if both you and your spouse are healthy,
and, together, you make, monthly, two checks from
the Social Security, two pension checks from your
former employers, and two more from your 401 (k)
or IRA as distributions or Required Minimum
Distributions (RMD), another check or two from
your annuity plan, and still have a solid balance in
your personal savings and investment account.
Added to all these, if you possess the knowledge
and expertise to successfully manage all the
complexities involved, you are on your way to a
successful retirement. But, it is easier said than
done.
Savings for retirement is the key to financially

Hemachandran Krishnan

successful retirement. Those who plan ahead start
when they are in their forties or even in the thirties.

“Savings for
retirement is the
key to financially
successful retirement.
Those who plan
ahead start
when they are in their
forties or
even in the thirties.”
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Most of the advise you get from the retirement

program and Medicare. Social Security benefits you

experts are, “ the sooner the better” and save “as

receive are calculated based on the amounts you

much as you can.” It is recommended that you

paid in, the number of years of your participation as

save/invest 10% or 15% of your income starting from

a taxpayer, and the age at which you start claiming

your first job. If you started your savings at 30, and

the benefits. To be eligible for social security

saved $3,000 per year for the next 30 years, your

benefits, you must have accumulated at least 40

money would grow to about $300,000, assuming a

quarters of work in “covered employment.” To a

7% annual return, which is realistic, considering that

claimant, up to his highest 35 years’ income at the

stock appreciation averaged more than 9% since

job is used to calculate his social security benefits.

1926. This is not to say that setting aside $3,000

So, in order to receive the highest social security

annually will do the trick. No; it has to be much

benefits allowable by law, you should have paid into

more than that. If you are not comfortable to do it

the system the maximum allowable amount of

alone, get the help of a financial planner, who would

social security taxes based on the annual income

be willing to accept a fixed annual fee inclusive of

threshold set by the program, every year for 35

all transactions made in your account. But, be

years and wait to start claiming the benefit until

aware that you still need to attain the ability and

your full retirement age, which comes between 66

assume the responsibility to understand what is

and 67 years. The earliest age you can sign up to

happening in your accounts.

receive social security benefits is 62, at a 25%

The 401(k) plan or comparable plans is a major
component in your financial equation and, now, the
predominant form of workplace retirement benefit.
Under 401(k) plan, you could defer paying current
income taxes for up to $18,000 a year. Most
employers may offer you a contributory matching
plan up to a certain percentage of your gross
income. Not maxing out this kind of matching
programs is equivalent to throwing money away.
Those who are over 50 years or older are eligible
also to make a catch-up contribution up to an extra

reduced benefit. And, every year, after you reach
the full retirement age, your benefit is increased by
8% of the previous year’s benefit amounts, until you
reach the age 70. By delaying to claim benefit from
age 62 to 70, your monthly benefit increases by at
least 75%. A widow or widower receives up to the
full benefit amount of the deceased spouse if it
were higher than that of the survivor. Claiming the
retirement benefit earlier than your full retirement
age reduces it for the rest of your life. Remember
that starting age 70½, you are required to pay
income taxes on set amounts (RMD) from your tax

$6,000 per year, tax deferred. You may also be

deferred plans. The above description gives you an

eligible to contribute to your own or a spousal IRA

idea as to how you can apply different strategies to

of up to $5,500 ($6,500 if are 50 years or older) if

maximize your monthly benefit.

you meet certain requirements. One thing to
understand here is that you can’t tap into any of
these accounts before age 59 1/2 without paying
regular income taxes and a penalty on the amount

Like Social Security, Medicare is also governed by a
dizzying number of rules. However, a retiree has no
choice but to have a working knowledge of

withdrawn.

Medicare to stay on track. At age 65, Medicare kicks

The Social Security tax rate is 12.4%, split evenly

Even if you still are covered under your employer’s

between workers and the employer. Medicare tax is

heath plan, that health plan then becomes your

2.9% split evenly as well. For 2018, your maximum

secondary coverage. There are 4 basic components

earnings subject to such taxes is $128,700. These

for Medicare that all retirees need to be familiar

taxes are the source of income for Social Security

with.

in as your primary health insurance program for life.
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1.

Medicare Part A

is known as Hospital

also

doing

much

voluntary

work.

You

find

Insurance that covers hospital inpatient care. You

happiness in immersing yourself in reading, in

apply for this coverage about 3 months before you

writing, in nature, in fine arts, in philosophy, in

turn 65.Most beneficiaries do not pay a premium for

religion, in spirituality and so on. The abilities you

this coverage.

possess as a teacher, construction worker, doctor,

2.

Medicare Part B covers doctor‘s visits,

outpatient care, certain durable
medical

equipment

and

a

premium

coverage,

which

for

Part

could

B
be

thousands of dollars, as required,
based on your modified adjusted
gross income (MAGI). Still, Part B
generally covers only 80% of the
Medicare approved amounts, and

you go for sightseeing in far-flung
places. Travel can enhance your

Now that you
have done the
right things
at the right time,
it is time to relax.

the rest either comes from your
pocket.
Medicare Part C

or Medicare Advantage

Medicare.

a

high

degree

of

stimulus, freshness and pleasure
not

encountered

in

other

activities. Regardless of where
you go, you can always learn new
things:

new

food,

clothing,

lifestyle, hills, plains, valleys, and

retirees. If one has the interest, there are great
adventures sponsored by Earthwatch. Earthwatch
Institute features expeditions and research on
oceans, ecosystems, cultural heritage, wildlife and

Medicare Part D provides drugs/prescription

coverage.

provides

There are plenty of innovative options available to

Plans are private sector alternatives to original

4.

retirement significantly since it

so on.

secondary coverage, or out of

3.

your own neighborhood, and across the world. Or,

some

preventive services. Participants
pay

dentist, musician, nurse, driver, are all needed to

Some

participants

pay

a

monthly

climate change. Or, you can be a part of
Greenpeace in the hope of creating a greener and

premium, based on their income levels.

more peaceful world. To some it could fulfill a

It is important that you have to be aware that,

as a greenhouse technician. For another, it is taking

Medicare does not cover long term care, dental,

his brother with him to travel to Alaska. For

vision and hearing. If you are lucky enough that

somebody else, it is watching birds from a blind in a

your employer still

provides you its health plan

forest in Costa Rica. One traveler wandered around

after you retire, it could act as a supplement to

the world at wine destinations from Napa Valley,

cover some of these, or you might have to purchase

California to Bordeaux, France. Now, the time is at

these in the open market.

your disposal. Utilize it

Now that you have done the right things at the right

passion. If you love plants, you can work part-time

and get to where your

passion takes you.

time, it is time to relax. You have retired! Look at
yourself in the mirror. You are an older person. The
society as a whole is aging. Because you are older
and wiser, you are needed to maintain activity in
many spheres in the community around you. Your
worth and strength are shown in local and national
politics, you sit at the Boards of organizations, and,
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Parenting is hard, and raising children, a real
challenge. For an immigrant parent, these twin
challenges become even more daunting as their
children face an unenviable task of maintaining
their

Child-Rearing –
Ages and Stages:
A Pediatrician’s Perspective

own

cultural

identity,

while

trying

to

mainstream into the new society’s norms, morals,
and values. Irrespective of these challenges, truth is
that parenthood is a wonderful experience when
one uses the techniques of child-rearing as an art
and science to raise thoughtful, caring, loving, and
responsible children.
Human life cycle involves several phases from birth
to death, and each phase needs to be cared-for and
nurtured

appropriately

to

ensure

succeeding

life-phases reap the benefits. In the Indian tradition,
these stages are referred to as kaumaram childhood, yauvanam - youth, and jara - old age. As
Geetha Nair, MD, FAAP

a pediatrician, my role is to ensure that a child’s
kaumaram and yauvanam are physically and
mentally sharp and fine-tuned, while a parent’s role
is to create a caring, loving, and nurturing home

“In the Indian tradition,
these stages referred to
as kaumaram childhood, yauvanam youth, and jara - old age.
As a pediatrician,
my role is to ensure that
a child’s kaumaram and
yauvanam are physically
and mentally sharp and
fine-tuned, while a
parent’s role is to create
a caring, loving, and
nurturing home
environment.”

environment. Together, the pediatrician and parents
can mold the child the right way so he/she can face
the challenges facing them.
Parents are not simply responsible for the physical
well-being of their children, they must also pay
close attention to nurturing the child’s body and
mind. The African saying it takes a village to raise a
child comes to play here. This village comprises
the family, friends and the community at large.
Use them generously to increase your child’s
interactions. For immigrant families, it takes a lot of
effort to integrate the above elements into their
lives as they try to assimilate the adopted country’s
culture and norms while desperately trying to hold
on to their mother country’s values. While a difficult
preposition for adults, one can very well imagine
the difficulties our children face in their attempts to
assimilate.
It has been brilliantly said that “There are two ways
of spreading light: to be the candle or the mirror
that reflects it.” Parents should strive to be like a
21
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lighted candle – a source of light - one that gives

•

with diverse groups

hope, love, and peace to your children. The light
you emit will prevent your children from tripping on

Development of a broad base of friendships

•

Open communication about school and friends

should also be like a mirror in exhibiting positive

•

Awareness of exposure to drugs, alcohol and sex

values and norms that get reflected on, and

•

Discussions on bullying/awareness of warning

the obstacles they could trip on otherwise. Parents

influences their children and guides them in the
right direction.
How can this be done? As a candle showing light, a
parent, along with the child’s pediatrician, must
ensure that in the kaumaram stage of life, from birth
to infancy, they must:
•

Schedule regular well-child examinations

•

Vaccinate as mandated by law and as per
protocol

•

Provide generous parental love and nurturing

•

Establish proper bed, nap and play time

signs
•

The evolution of children through the yauvanam
stage and their ascendancy to high school years is
the most crucial in a child’s growth and future
success. Parents must ensure:
•

Empathetic two-way communication

•

Non-judgmental/voicing opinions and concerns
constructively

•

Discipline – tempered with tough love

From toddlers to elementary school phase of
kaumaram, ensure:
•

Good schooling routine

•

Involvement with PTA

•

Nutritious snacks, fruits and other snacks only

•

Well-child examinations/vaccinations

•

Group peer interaction/quality family time

•

No exposure to electronics until at least 18
months of age

•

Discipline – again, tempered with tough love

Continue to emit radiant light from your candle and
make sure you continue to reflect positive values in
your mirror during the vital yauvanam stage of your
child’s life. During their middle school years ensure:
•

Continued well-child examinations

•

Awareness of body and emotional changes

Awareness of physical emotions and sexuality
issues

routines
•

Discipline and tough love

•

Understanding of bullying/teasing/other pressures

•

Understanding of depression/anxiety issues

•

Look out for substance abuse, alcohol, drugs,
vaping, JUULing etc.

•

Firm discipline – tough love

•

Vaccinations

•

Issues of nutrition/look for signs of eating
disorders, anorexia, bulimia

•

Attempt

to

decrease

stress

-

provide

counselling if needed
While the phases of kaumaram and yauvanam may
look daunting to parents, just know that it is only
through an active participation in your child’s life,
will it be possible for you and your pediatrician to
mold a child’s life so that they may grow up to be
the person you can be proud of to say… now, that’s
MY child

from puberty
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Events at a glance
Preethi Premkumar

VINTAGE VALENTINE
Our Valentine’s Day party was the first of many events scheduled for 2018. This retro
themed event, an ode to the golden yesteryears of Indian cinema, came alive with
vintage Bollywood themed décor and costumes. The attendees were treated to fun
activities for adults and children, best-dressed competitions and music and tasty
delectables.
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ENCHANTING EXTRAVAGANZA
“Chithrasalabhangal,” our most ambitious event of the year, brought to Michigan,
India’s own nightingale K.S. Chithra and renowned music director Sharreth along
with the multifaceted musical talents, Roopa Revathi and Nishad. This incredible
musical concert opened to a packed house of ardent music fans on May 18, 2018,
and closed to almost endless rounds of applause and rave reviews from the
exhilarated audience. This was one of the best shows of Kerala Club and one of the
best that Metro Detroit has seen in years.
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FUN
IN THE SUN
Kerala Club welcomed the
summer with our family picnic on
June 16, 2018. This annual
tradition never fails to bring the
community together and
members cooked food, ate, played
games and relaxed together. With
no shortage of good food,
excellent company, and lovely
weather, the picnic was enjoyed
by one and all. The experience of
this fun-filled day was further
enhanced by the presence of
former Minister of State for Social
Justice and Indian film actor,
Napolean - the very same that
immortalized the character of
“Mundakkal Shekaran” in
“Devasuram.”
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RECHARGED AND REJUVENATED
Kerala Club families got to get away from their busy lives with a well-deserved,
relaxing, summer retreat this June. The campers thoroughly enjoyed the
opportunity to connect with nature and spent their days boating and
fishing, playing outdoor games and huddled around the campfire in the
company of good friends. While the camp lasted just a weekend, its
memories are sure to always bring back a fond smile.
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KERALA CLUB BOOK DRIVE:
HELPING TODAY’S READER BECOME TOMORROW’S LEADER
Prabs Chandrasekaran

Joint Treasurer and Charity Lead

As part of the 2018 Charity initiatives The Kerala Club of
Detroit, Michigan partnered with Rx for Reading Detroit,
a Not-for-Profit organization based in University of
Detroit Mercy and serving the children of the city of
Detroit for a unique Book Drive.
Rx for Reading Clinic Library Initiative works to create
waiting room libraries in low-income health, dental, and
clinics and other community organizations in Detroit. All
children who go to Rx for Reading Libraries are invited to
pick a book to take home. For many children, this is the
first book they own. For every 100 books collected a new
Rx for Reading Clinic can be opened and sustained for
one month.
A big shout out to all our family, friends and supporters
who contributed towards our Book Drive during the
Kerala Club Picnic Day on Saturday, June 16, 2018. Our

initial goal was to collect 100 books during this drive so
that we can help open a new Rx for Reading Clinic
Library and sustain it for one month.
With the overwhelming support from everyone involved,
we were able to more than TRIPLE our goal and collect a
grand total of 365 books and sustain the reading clinic
library for over 3 months.
Kerala Club members handed over the books collected
as part of the book drive to Rx For Reading Detroit at the
University of Detroit Mercy campus.

Great partnership with Rx for Reading Detroit in
supporting a great cause through a great organization.

Today a Reader; Tomorrow a Leader - Margaret
Fuller
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RESTORING THE AMERICAN DREAM
WITH MACOMB HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
A famous saying goes "It is easy to make a buck. It's a lot tougher to make a difference."
“Make a difference” is exactly what Kerala Club families along with kids did on Saturday, April 7, 2018.
On this day, The Kerala Club of Detroit, Michigan partnered with the Macomb Habitat for Humanity in
volunteering to help their ReStore.
Macomb County Habitat for Humanity was founded in 1993. Since then, they have provided 146 families
a home in 12 Macomb County communities. Seeking to put God’s love into action, Macomb County
Habitat for Humanity brings people together to build homes and communities. A world where everyone
has a decent place to live. A ReStore is a retail resale shop for home goods open to the public.
A great partnership that is going to provide hope and sunshine in the lives of people in need.
At the end of the day it’s not about what you have earned or what you’ve accomplished in life; it’s all
about who you’ve lifted up, who you’ve made better and what you’ve given back to the community.
As a club consisting of predominantly immigrants coming for their American Dream, it was a privilege
to serve the local community to help people realize their own American Dream.
A dream you dream alone is just a dream. A dream you dream together is blessing, success and reality.
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FIGHTING HUNGER AND FOOD WASTE BY
PARTNERING WITH FORGOTTEN HARVEST
On Saturday July 21, Kerala Club Youth and Family
volunteered at the Forgotten Harvest facility in Oak
Park, MI. The volunteers helped in packing 2678 lbs of
meat and 650 lbs of packed food that will help in
feeding the hungry in Metro Detroit.
The Youth Team was recognized by the organizers for
the awesome job they did during the volunteering.
Kerala Club was recognized by Forgotten Harvest
along with other bigger organizations such as Ford,
BCBSM, Quicken Loans, DTE Energy, FCA and Flagstar
for packing 12,000 lbs of meat, sweet potatoes,
peppers and making 9400 sandwiches for the summer
lunch programs last week.

It is an honor to be an active organization helping the
community.
“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the
service of others.” - Mahatma Gandhi
Some interesting facts of Hunger in the United States


One in four kids in the US faces hunger

 35 million people in the US are hungry or don’t know
where their next meal is coming from, and
13 million of them are children.
 40% of food is thrown out in the US every year, or
about $165 billion worth. All of this uneaten food could
feed 25 million Americans.
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WALKING FOR A CAUSE
HELP ON THE WAY (HOTW)
On August 3, Help On The Way, in association with The Kerala Club of Detroit, facilitated their first
fundraiser, a 5K Run and Walk and a basketball tournament, at Beverly Park. It was a huge success - they
were able to communicate to the attendees about their mission and plan for the next few weeks to help
support the refugees and immigrants. HOTW is founded by Sreeram Panicker & Aroon Prabhu. They
conducted this fundraising event with help from volunteers Sreelakshmi, Ali, Malavika, Aakash, Angelina,
Ashni, Lasya, Navya, Jordan, Kaushik, Josh, Annie, Shreya, and Naveen. HOTW plans to meet and
communicate with the families in Southeast Michigan who are in need of help about what specific
necessities they need. They plan to make and distribute these individualized relief packages by end of
the year.
The goals of HOTW center around immediate impact for refugees. This means, they are trying to help
those who recently lost their community, relationships and seek aid in creating new relationships and
starting new lives. With so many refugee crises around the world, there are many opportunities for
HOTW relief packages to make small, yet meaningful changes in the lives of different people.
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KERALA CLUB KIDS HELPING KIDS FIGHT HUNGER
AND MALNUTRITION USING ORGANIC FARMING
A great day for the Kerala Club kids at the Gleaners to learn about Organic farming and its importance.
The kids learned about how other kids are struggling with hunger and malnutrition and what can be done
to eliminate hunger.
The kids worked with volunteers in picking organic vegetables and helping create packed food for
distribution.
They were all excited to create their first bottle of pickle made from hand-picked vegetables.
Getting kids engaged earlier will provide the opportunity for us to create a lasting impression for
generations to come. Eliminating hunger requires everyone's involvement.
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Home

Sweet Home
There’s no place like home.
I have traveled from Florida to Rome; there’s still no place like home.
It’s a place to be cozy and a place to be yourself and to have a lot of fun.
A home is not just a home, it’s a place full of warmth and love
Samridhi Pradeep

It’s a place you are attached to and a place you never want to leave.
A home is a place you decorate with bitter and sweet memories
A home is a place where your story begins
The home I love is ﬁlled with noise
The home I love is made of love and dreams
It’s my safe and trusted place.
Home is a place where you live your life and celebrate its true meaning.
There’s no place like home
Home sweet home!
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Ata-cn-¡-¡m-c³ ]pjvIÀIp-amÀ\mb-À \¼o-i³
BZy-am-bn eo-hnÂ h-cp-¶p. kzoI-c-Ww -`m-cy-ho-«p-Im-cpsS
Ah-Im-i-am-b-Xp-sIm−v AhscÃmhcpw hnam-\-¯m-hf
-¯nÂ Xte-Zn-h-kw- Xs¶ ]mbpw Xe-bn-W-bp-ambn
F¯n-bn-cp-¶p.
_Ô-¯nsâ
t{]mt«m-t¡mÄ
A\p-k-cn¨p sI«n-¸n-Sn-¨-Xn\p tijw, FÃm-hcpw Smämkp-tam-bnÂ \mep -{Io-ao-se-b-dp-I-fmbn ASp-¡-s¸-Sp-¶p.
sebÀ 1: `mcy-bpsS amXm-]n-Xm-Kp-cp-ssZhw
sebÀ 2: ]pjvIÀIp-amÀ\m-bÀ\-¼o-i³
sebÀ 3: Afn-b³Êv _Ôp-¡Ä (]-e-h-I)

Ba-hn-Úm-\-tImiw

sebÀ 4: s]«n-k-©n-Ip-S-hSn
_Ôp-¡-sf- I-f-bm³ \nÀhm-l-an-Ãm-¯-Xp- sIm−v
Hcp- k-©n -]n-¨-¡m-c\p sImSp-¡p-¶p. thsdm-cpk-©n- sF-tUm−v t\m cmw\m-cm-b¬ F¶p ]dªv
hgn-b-cn-InÂ sh¨v HmSn- c-£-s¸-Sp-¶p.
]peÀs¨ A©p-a-Wnbv¡v ho«p-]-Sn-bv¡Â h−n-sb-¯nbXpw A½m-bn- am-Xm-]n-Xm, kv¡Ípw t]{Sn-b-äp-ambn
ho«n-\p-Ån-te¡v kzbw hnt£-]n-¨p. Cd-§m³
{ian¨ ]pjvIÀ N(A)RI sb _Ôp-_-e-hm³amÀ h−nbn-te-bv¡p- Xs¶ ]pjv sN-bvXp- I-b-än.

Satheesh Madampath

A©p an\n-«nÂ thjw- am-dn, hnf¡pw Xme-hp-ambn
h¶ kv¡Unsâbpw t]{Sn-bp-sSbpw BÚm-\pk-cWw Afn-b- _-Ôp-an-{XI-f-{Xm-Zn-IÄ, temI-I¸v
^pSvt_m-Ä t{Sm-^n-sb¶ t]mÂ ]pjvIp-hns\
FSp-¯pbÀ¯n hoSn-\p-Npäpw BÀ¸p-hn-fn¨p sIm−v
aq¶p he-¯p- sh-¨v, D½-d-¸-Sn-bnÂ sIm−n-«p.
aq¶p- amkw apt¶ \m«n-se-¯nb `mcy hmXn-en\p
]n¶nÂ h¶v Xn-c-t\m«w \S-¯n. Afn-b³ ImepI-gp-In-¨p. Ieym-W- Zn-hkw HmÀ½-h¶ ]pjv, s]s«¶p
I¿nÂ In«nb ]¯p tUmfÀ t\m«v Afn-b-s\]n-Sn-¸n-¨p.
^vssfänÂ \n¶p In«nb an\n-tb-¨À hnkvIn Bcpw
ImWmsX t]m¡-än-en«p sImSp-¯p. s]«n Xpd-¶v
tkm-¸v, No¸v, I®m-Sn, tNmt¢äv F¶nh FÃm-hÀ¡pw
hnX-cWw sNbvXv kvt\l-{]-I-S\w \S-¯n.
C\n-b-t§m«v \nb-a-¯nÂ DÅ-h-cpsS Dug-am-Wv.
Afn-bsâ aq¶p-amkw {]mb-apÅ Ip«n-bpsS ssPh-{Zhw
ZÀ`-¸p-ÃnÂ ap¡n A½m-bn-am-Xm- a-cp-tamsâ apJ¯v
aq¶p-{]m-hiyw Xfn-¨p. Ipd¨v IpSn-¸n-¨pþ ""D®n-aq{Xw
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]pWymlw” F¶ thZ-a{´w Dd-¡-bp-ds¡ sNmÃns¡m−-v.
""tamt\
hcq-h-cq,
F{X-Im-e-ambn
I−n«v?
bm{X-sbms¡ kpJ-am-bn-cpt¶m?'' F¶p amX
kzmK-X-tamXn; ]pjvIp ]dªp sIm−n-cp¶ adp-]Sn
tI«p
kabw
If-bmsX
AI-t¯-bvt¡m-Sn.
kzta-[bm Itk-c-bnÂ Ccn-¡m³ XpS-§n-b-t¸mÄ,
Afn-b³ Itkc Imep-sIm−p X«n Zqsc-sb-dn-ªp;
ka-b-am-bnÃ t]mepw. h{Pm-k\w Ip¯n- \n-e¯p
hosW-gp-t¶ä acp-hn-\p- ap-¶nÂ A¸³ sXmgpssI-bp-am-bn- \n-¶p. ""tams\, hcq, h¶-Im-enÂ
\nÂ¡msX Ccnbv¡q'' F¶v At]-£n-¨p. At¸m-tg¡pw
Afn-b³ Itk-c -Xn-cn-¨p- sIm−-p- h-¶n-«n-cp-¶p.
IÀ«³ ho−pw Db-cp-t¼mÄ cwK¯v ]pjvIphpw
Itk-cbpw am{Xw Bâna½n tÌPnsâ CS-Xp `m-K-¯p
-\n¶v B[n-Xm-f-¯nÂ IpWp-§n-¡p-Wp§n h¶v
cw-K-]q-P \-S-¯n. F¶n-«v a-cp-hn-sâ- ap-¶n-se-¯nIÀ¯-cn-ap-{Z- ]n-Sn¨v, I®p-IÄ CS-t¯m«pw he-t¯m«pw
Nen-¸n¨v
Ac-a−-n-bnÂ
\n¶p.
""tamt\..,Ip-Sn-bv¡ms\´m?
XWp-¯-tXm
-Nq-Sp-ÅtXm?''
D¯cw ¢nbÀ B³Uv {Inkv]v Bbn-cn-¡-W-sa-¶

-am-t\-Pvsaâv XXzw- Im-Wm-¸m-Tam-bn-cp¶ ]pjvIp-hn\v
H«pw Btem-Nn-t¡−-n- h-¶n-Ã. ""NqSm-bn-t¡ms«
Bân-a-½o...''
B.a½n Hcp-h-«w-IqSn k`m-h-µ\w \S¯n Iq¸n-bssI-I-tfmsS IpWp-§n-¡p-Wp§n ]pd-tIm«p \S¶p
ad-ªp. Nmb-bn-Sm³ A¶-s¯-]mÂ F¯m-Xn-cp-¶-XpsIm−v Hcp ¥mkv \m-c-§m-shÅw Ie-¡n-Xn-f-¸n-¨psIm−p- h-¶p. “tamt\, kz´w -ho-Sp-t]m-se- I-cp-Xqt«m”
F¶v ]d-ªp- Kvfm-kv I-¿nÂs¡m-Sp-¯p.
sPävemKvsIm−-v \m-bÀ\-¼o-i\pw, cm{Xn Dd-§m-¯-XpsIm−v
_Ôp-P-\-§-fpw -cw-K-th-Zn-bnÂ¯-s¶
-ho-Wp-d§n. CS-¡n-Sbv¡v Zpxkz-]v\-¯n-se-¶ -t]mse
a½n Dd-¡¯nÂ ssIIÄ taÂt¸m-«p-bÀ¯n “tamt\
-tamt\” F¶v Hcp Ipªm-Sn-s\-t¸mse tIgp-¶p-−m
-bn-cp¶p.
""At¿m!! DuWn-sâ- k-a-b-am-b-tÃm...- cm-hn-se -H-¶pwI-gn-¨n-«p-anÃ'' F¶v- C-Sn-sh-«oSpwh®w- hn-em-]wtI-«mWv kZ-kyÀ sR-«n-bp-WÀ¶-Xv. ""tamt\..,
R-§-tfm-Sp- £-an¨p Fs¶m-¶p- ]-dbq'' F¶p
Icªv FÃm-hcpw ]pjvI-dnsâ ImenÂ hoWpam-¸n-c-¶p, At±-lw- £-an¨p F¶p k¦Â¸n¨v
FWo-äp. cmhnse t{_Iv^mÌv ]Xn-hn-Ãm¯
\¼o-i\v kXy-¯nÂ Bizm-k-amWv tXm¶n-b-Xv.
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A©p
-\n-an-j-¯n-\p-ÅnÂ
IY-bpsS
aÀ½
{][m-\-amb ASp¯ cwK-¯n-\pÅ tÌPv Hcp§n.
cmhn-es¯
BXn-Yy-a-cym-Zm-tIm«w
D¨-bq-WnÂ
XoÀ¯p sImÅmw F¶v BXn-tY-bÀ Aán-km-£nbmbn i]Yw sNbvXp. acp-tamsâ ssII-gp-In-¸n-¨psIm-−p-h¶v Itk-c-bnÂ B\-bn-¨n-cp-¯n.
aq¯- A-fn-bsâ aq¶mw¢mkp-Im-c³ Iem-{]-Xna
Cw¥o-jnÂ {]mÀ°-\bpw kzmK-X-{]-kw-Khpw \S-¯n.
\m¡n-e-bn«v AXnÂ hn`-h-§-sfm-s¡ -hn-f-¼n.
acym-Z-t\m-¡msX hmcn-¯n-¶m³ XpS-§nb acp-hnsâ
ssI Bfn-b³X-«n-am-än, ]pd-tIm-«p- tNÀ¯p _e-ambn
]nSn¨p; amXmPn ""tamt\... hcq, Ccnbv¡q
DuWvI-gn-¡mw. aSn-bv¡msX Ign-¡qt«m'' F¶p
]d-ªp-Ignªv, Hmt¡ F¶v I®p-Im-Wn-¨-t¸mÄ
D®m³ ssI-hn-«p-sIm-Sp-¯p.
c−m-aXv Bcp-hn-f-¼Ww F¶ Imcy-¯n-emWv
sNdn-sbm-cp- kw-ibw h¶-Xv. acym-Z-IÄs¡m¶pw Hcp
tIm«hpw h¶p-Iq-Sm. ""{KÙw- F-Sp-¯p- t\m-¡q- Ip«o''
F¶v AI-¯p-\n¶v ap¯-Èn-bmWv hnfn-¨p-]-d-ª-Xv.
ASp-¯- \n-an-j-¯nÂ {K-Ù-hp-am-bn- aq-¶p- Ip-«n-¡-cWw
adn-sª-¯nb {]Xna PUvP-knsâ {]tXy-Im`n-\-µ-\-¯n\p ho−pw ]m{X-ambn. B ]m-{X-¯nÂ
c−p-]gw \pdp-¡n-«p -a-S-¡n-b-b¨v, c−m-a-s¯ -A-fn-b³
{KÙw Xpd-¶p.
Ba (B-XnYy acym-Zm) hnÚm-\-tImiw!! kvt\l
-hÀj¯nÂ Ipfn-¸n-¨p-In-S-t¯−-, acym-Z-IÄ I-Sp-InS
sXän-¨p-Iq-Sm-¯ -\-b-X-{´-Ú-·mÀ hcp-t¼mÄ am{Xta
C{Xbpw hni-Z-ambn Imcy-§Ä t\mt¡--−XpÅq.
""c−m-aXv A½-Xs¶ aq¶p- I-c−-n- tNmÀ hn-f-¼-Ww.
AXn-\p-ap-I-fnÂ aq¶p-Xp-Ån- s\¿pw aq¶p-X-cn]-©-km-cbpw sh¨mÂ ]ns¶- BÀ¡pw Bhmw.''
Afn-b³ XoÀ¸p-IÂ¸n¨p. (aq¶mw A²ymbw ]mc H¶v.)
Xe-bnÂ tNmäp-]m-{Xw-sh-¨v, ssII-fnÂ s\¿pw
]©-km-c-bp-am-bn, Xfn-I-tbdn h¶v a½n- Ip-¨n-¸p-Snhn-f-¼p-IÀ½w- \nÀh-ln-¨p.
]ns¶ -A-hnsS Hcp ]qc-am-bn-cp-¶p. FÃm-hcpw Ib-dn\n-c-§nb
Ce-bnÂ
Øe-an-Ãm-¯-Xp-sIm−v
Ah-km-\-s¯ -c-−p-t]À¡v ]pjvI-dnsâ Xe-bnÂ
hnf-t¼−-n- h-¶p. HcmÄ¡v s\©¯pw!! AXn-\n-S-bnÂ
kzbw ]¸Sw FSp-¡m³ \o− Ata-cn-¡³
\b-h-©-Isâ ssI sN-dn-b- A-fn-b³ X-Ãn-sbm-Sn-¨p.
X¡-k-a-b¯v At±-lw- I-−n-Ãm-bn-cp-¶-¦nÂ, AXp-hsc

Ba-hn-Úm-\-tImiw A£cw{]Xn ]n´p-SÀ¶Xp
hrYm-hn-em-tbs\!
Xncp-hm-Xn-c-I-fn-s¨-¯nb \m¯q³ ""G«m ]¸Sw
CÃymsX F§-\ym- I-gn¡ym? Gbv, H¶p-t]mcm
cs−®w Ign¡q'' F¶v]-dªv H¶n-\p-]p-d-sI-H-¶mbn
bYm-hn[n c−p- ]-¸Sw Ce-bnÂ sh-¨p.
At¸m-tgbv¡pw ]¯p-Zn-h-kt-¯-bv-¡pÅ `£Ww
AXn-Yn-bp-sS- D-f-fn-em-bn-¡-gn-ªn-cp-¶p.
izmkwI-gn-¡m³ _²n-ap-«p-¶-Xp- I− Afn-b³amÀ Hcp
ssI k-lm-bn-¡m³ Xs¶ Xocp-am-\n-¨p. a½n “tamt\tamt\” F¶p -P-]n¨v Dcp-«n-s¡m-Sp¯ Dcp-f-IÄ sIm−v
AhÀ B\-bq«p \S-¯n. kvt\lw-sIm-−p- hoÀ¸pap-«n-b -cm-Py-X-{´-Ú³ kÀÆ-i-àn-bp-sa-Sp¯v IpX-dnsb-Woäv Cd-§n-tbm-Sn. “]nSn-b-h-s\, hnS-cp-Xv,”
F¶m-t{Im-in¨v k¶-²-tk-\- ]p-d-sIbpw. apdn{Su-k-dn«v ho«nÂ \n¶v Cd-§n-tbm-Sp-¶Xv Ip«n-I-sf¸n-Sp-¯-¡m-c³ _wKm-fn-bm-sW-¶p -I-cpXn Ic-¡mÀ
I-sÃ-dn-ªp- ho-gv¯n. dn«-tbUv ]«mfw Ip«-t¸-«³
lnµn-bnÂ {]tXyIw X¿m-dm-¡n-b- sX-dn-IÄ _wKm-fnbpsS
sNhn-bnÂ
]d-ªp-]n-Sn-¸n-¨p.
tijw
sNhn-¡-Ã-Sn-¨p s]m-«n-¡m\pw ad-¶nÃ. ]pdsIh¶
_Ôptk\- I-c-tk-\-tbmSp \µn-]-d-ªv, Kn\n-¸-¶osâ
tams\ tXmfn-teän ^pUv e-m_n-te-bv¡p- Xn-cn¨p
\S-¶p. A£acmbn Im¯n-cp¶ `à-P-\-§tfm-Spam-¸p- ]-dªv \mSIw ]p\-cm-cw-`n-¨p.
Imcy-]-cn-]m-Sn-IÄ Fhn-sS-bp-sa-¯n-bn-«n-Ã. Chs\
C\nbpw HmSm³ -A-\p-h-Zn-¨p-Iq-Sm. _qÀjzmkn-bpsS
ssIIÄ I-tk-c-bnÂ ]pd-tIm-«p- ]-nSn-¨p-sI«n. hmb
-Xp-d-¡m³
hnk-½-Xn-¨-t¸mÄ
Hcp
hf-−n-bÀ
km[-\-¯nsâ aq¡v AS-¨p-]n-Sn-¨p. izmkw Ign-¡m³
Xpd-¶- hm-bnÂ izmk-¯n-\p-]-Icw ]¯p-cp-f-tNm-dpw
-k-am-k-aw- I-dn-Ifpw Ip¯n-bn-d-¡n. Bân-a½n
""tamt\-tam-t\.., aSn-¡m-sX- I-gn-¡q- tam-t\. CsÃ-¦nÂ
£o-Wn-bv¡ntÃ?'' F¶p sIm©n¨v Dcp-«n-s¡m-Sp¯p
AXym-h-iy-¯n\v Nne- hn-ti-j-§Ä tNÀ¯v
“Ign-¡-Sm.... tamt\“ F¶v Afn-b-·m-cpw. sNdn-b -Hcp
]ng-hp- t]mepw hcm-Xn-cn-bv¡m³, {KÙhpw t\m¡n
A.-A-¸³ sXm-«-Sp-¯p- X-s¶ -\n-¶p.
IYm-]p-cp-jsâ tk^vän-hmÂhv BZy-s¯ -hn-kn-e-Sn
-¨-t¸mÄ kvt\la-cym-Z-IÄ ]IpXntb Ign-ªn-cp
-¶p-Åq. Hcp \nbp-à-`-S³ HmSn-t¸mbn ap¯-Èn-bpsS
{]tXyI Itk-cbpw _¡äpw sIm−p- h-¶p. Kn\nsb
Itk-c-bntebv¡p-amän Øm]n¨v ASn-bnÂ _-¡-äp-sh-¨p.
""ASp-¯Xv c-k-hpw- tNm-dpw...'' Bân-^m-ZÀ IÂ¸n-¨p.
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XÂ£Ww hnin-jvSm-Xn-Yn-bpsS t_m[w ad-ªp.
HSn-ªp-Xq-§n-b -X-e-bnÂ Ib-dn«v D¯-c-¯nÂ sI«nt\-sc- \nÀ¯n-bn«v, aq¯- A-fn-b³ A`yÀ°n-¨p.
""ckw -I-gn-t¡− coXn {KÙ-¯nÂ H¶p-t\m-¡q
-]n-Xm{io.''
kzbwI-gn-¡m³
h¿m-¯-hÀ¡p
h-ew-]n-cn-iw-JnÂ sImSp-¡m-hp-¶-XmWv F¶v A¸³{io
hmbn-s¨-Sp-¯p. (B-a-hn.-tIm. ]¯mw- A-[ymbw ]mc 6.)
Afn-b³{io -hew]ncn-iw-Jv t_m-þ-C³-þ-tem-bpsS
hmb-bpsS CSw-tIm-WnÂ Ip-¯n-bn-d-¡n. \m¯q³
a-s®-®- H-gn-bv¡p-¶- Imfw (^-WÂ) sIm−p-h-¶vhewtImWnepw Ip¯n-bn-d-¡n. `mcXvamXm -tNmdv
Ac-¨-v sh-Å-¯nÂ Ie¡ns¡mSp-¯p. Imf-¯n-eq-sS
-tNm-dpw,- iw-Jn-eqsS ckhpw Ip¯n-sbm-en-¨n-d-§n.
""tamt\- tamt\ £oWn-¡ntÃ? Ata-cn-¡-bnÂ
CsXm¶pw In«n-Ã-tÃm. aSn-¡m-sX- I-gn-¡q..... tamt\.''
F¶v amXm-]n-Xm-Kp-cp-ssZ-h-§Ä -Hcpan¨p kvt\ln¨p.
AXn-\n-S-bnÂ c−p hnkn-ep-IÄ IqSn -h-¶p. hmÂhv
Hcp {]mh-iyw- _-¡-än-te-bv¡p- Xp-d-¶p. AXp\-¶m-bo-t«m. C\n ]mbkw IpSn-bvt¡−--XtÃ?
]mbkw c−p-h-I-bp−-v. AXv ^W-enÂ sImSp-¡m³
]mSp-I-tb -CÃ F¶v {KÙw -XoÀ¯p ]d-ªp. U½nsb
FSp-¯p- \m-ep- Ip-ep-¡p-Ip-ep¡n kwLm-SIÀ
Hm-«-¡-tk-c-bnÂ Xs¶-bn-cp-¯n. BZyw- iw-JnÂ
]me-S -{]-Y-a³!! c−m-a-Xp -sIm-Sp-¯- N-¡-{]-Y-a³
iwJnÂ\n¶v Cd-t§− Xm-akw _¡-än-tebv¡v
tNmÀ¶p-sIm-t-−bn-cp-¶p.

kvt\ln-¨p -sIm-Xn-Xo-cm-sX -DSb-hÀ t_m-UnI-«n-enÂ
In-S¯n.
""Gbv
I-gn-ªn-«nÃ!!!''
UmUn-bm-Wv. C\n- ssXcpw tNmdpw- I-gn-¡-Ww.
`mKyw, Ct¸mÄ- A-Xp- hn-«p-t]m-Ip-am-bn-cp-¶p. ]Sn-bv¡Â
sIm−-p-h-¶p -I-e-ap-S-bvt¡−-n- h-¶n-ÃtÃm F¶v
FÃm-hcpw UmUn-Pn-bpsS ]pd-¯-Sn¨p {]iw-kn-¨p.
C\n AXn-\p-th−n t_mUn- ho−pw FSp-¯ps]m¡tWm? A¸m-kman ho−pw Xsâ ]mÞnXyw
sXfn-bn-¨p. Ba-hn.-tIm.12:5!! hfsc \nÀ®m-b-IL-«-¯nÂ am{Xta Cu A²ymbw Xpd-¡m-dpffq.
tNmdv- D-Ån-ep-Å-Xp-sIm−v ssXcp-am{Xw sImSp-¯mepw
hb-än-se-¯p-t¼mÄ imkv{Xw -sX-änÃ F¶p- hn-[n-bm-bn.
t\gvkv \m-¯q³ HmSn-t¸mbn Imen-Kvfq-t¡m-kpIp-¸nbpw, Ìmâpw, Syq_pw kndn©pw FSp-¯p- sIm-−ph-¶p.
ssXcv shÅ-¯nÂ I-e¡n Ip¸n-bn-sem-gn-¨v R-c-¼p-h-gnI-bän. A\-´-cw, FÃm-hcpw Aä³j-\nÂ \n¶v
tZio-b-Km-\-am-e-]n¨p BIm-i-t¯bv¡v aq¶p-du−v
km¦Â¸nI shSn-sh-bv¸p-\-S-¯n.
a½n- ]-d-ªp.
""lmhq.... A§s\ Hcp-hn[w Xd-hm-Sn\v No¯-t¸-cn-Ãm-sXA-Xp-I-gn-ªp. Hd-§m³ k-a-bw -C-Ãym-t«m. cm{Xn`-£Ww CXnepw tIaw B¡-Ww.''
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_n\n: Good day everyone, Rm³ _n\n- ]-Wn-¡À
Radio Malayalam USAbnÂ

Radio Malayalam USAbv¡v

th−n ae-bm-f-¯nsâ
{]nb-s¸« KmbnI
{ioaXn sI.-F-kv. Nn{X-bp-ambn
{ioaXn _n\n ]Wn-¡À
\S-¯nb A`n-ap-J-¯nsâ
]qÀ®-cq]w

C¶v \t½m-sSm¸w DÅXv
Hcp AXn-hn-injvT AXn-Yn-bm-Wv. \½p-sS-sbÃmw
{]nb-s¸« KmbnI C´y-bpsS hm\-¼m-Sn, the one
and only Isse-am-aWn ]ß{io {ioaXn sI.-Fkv.
Nn{X.
_n\n: \a-kv¡mcw Nn{X-tN¨n Radio Malayalam
USA bntebv¡v kzmKXw
USA
bnepÅ
Nn{X:
\a-kv¡mcw
ae-bm-fn-IÄ¡pw Fsâ \a-kv¡m-cw.

FÃm

_n\n: Nn{X-tN-¨n-bpsS Hcp c−p hcn ]m«nÂ¡qSn
Cu
t{]m{Kmw
XpS-§n-bmÂ
\¶m-bn-cn¡pw
F¶p-tXm¶p¶p.
Nn{X: Dd-¸m-bn«pw (tem-Iw-ap-gp-h³ kpJw -]-I-cm³
F¶ Km\w Nn{X-t¨-¨n-bpsS at\m-l-c- i_vZ-¯nÂ.)
temIw F¼mSpw im´nbpw kam-[m-\hpw D−m-Ip-sa¶v
{]mÀ°n-¡p-¶p.
_n\n: tN¨n Hcp kvt\l-Zo-]-ambn Ft¸mgpw
R§-tfm-sSm¸w D−m-hs« F¶v Rm\pw {]mÀ°n-¡p-¶p.
Nn{X-tN¨n C¶v C´y-bnse Gähpw anI¨
Kmbn-I-bmbn DbÀ¶p \nÂ¡p¶ Cu Ah-k-c-¯nÂ
AXm-bXv 25,000þÂ ]cw ]m«p-IÄ, 35þÂ A[nIw
tÌäv AhmÀUpIÄ, 6 \mjvWÂ AhmÀUp-IÄ
CsXÃmw kz´-am-¡n-bn-«pÅ Cu Ah-k-c-¯nÂ
F´mWv
tN¨n¡v
Xncn-ªp-t\m-¡p-t¼mÄ
tXm¶p¶ feeling.
Nn{X: \½psS daily life þÂ \mw F{X ]m«p]m-Sn-sb-t¶m,
F{XA-hmÀUv
In«n-sbt¶m
Btem-Nn-¡m-dn-Ã. Rm³ 25 hÀjw ]qÀ¯n-bm¡nb
Ah-k-c-¯nÂ C´ym- Sp-tU-bnÂ hÀ¡v sNbvXn-cp¶
_m_p-A-®³ (-Km-bnI eXn-I-bpsS brother) Fs¶
interview sN¿m³ hcp-t¼m-gmWv 25 hÀj-ambn F¶v
Rm³ Xs¶ realize sN¿p-¶-Xv. CXp- Ipsd
hÀj-§Ä¡p ap¼pÅ Imcy-§-fm-Wv. Imew A§ns\
A§p-t]mbn,
Pohn-X-¯nse
{]iv\-§-fp-ambn
\½fpw AXn-t\m-sSm¸w t]mbn F¶p-Å-X-ÃmsX
Cu
]d-ª
-Im-cy-§-sfm¶pw
Rm³
Btem-Nn-¡m-dn-Ã. Rm³ ]mSnb ]m«p-I-fpsS
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IW-¡p-hn-h-c-§Ä FSp-¯p-X-cp-¶Xv temI-sa-¼m-Sp-apÅ
Rm³
a¡sf
t]mse
kvt\ln-¡p¶
Ipd-¨p-Ip-«n-I-fm-Wv.
ssZhw
F\n¡v
]mSm³
F{X-\mÄ iàn Xcp-¶pthm A{Xbpw \mÄ ]mSn
Fsâ duty XoÀ¯v Xncn-¨p- t]m-Im-\mWv Rm³
B{K-ln-¡p-¶Xv.
_n\n: tN¨n-bpsS ]m«p tIÄ¡p-t¼m-sgms¡
tN¨n-bpsS
ZoÀLm-bp-Ên\p
th−n
R§sf
t]mep-Å-hÀ {]mÀ°n-¡m-dp−-v.
Nn{X: ssZh-¯n-t\mSv Ft¸mgpw \µn-bp−-v. \ap¡p
k¦-S-§Ä Hs¡ hcp-t¼mÄ A§s\ Nn´n-¨p
-t]m-Ip-¶p A{X-am{Xw. ]t£ Fs¶ hnj-a-§-fnÂ
\n¶pw ]pd-¯p- sIm−-p-h-cp-hm³ klm-bn-¨ Hcp
]mSp \Ã BÄ¡m-cp−v Ah-cpsS kvt\l-amWv
Fs¶ Pohn-X-¯n-te¡v XncnsI sIm−p-h-cm³
klm-bn-¨Xv. AXp-t]mse DÅ-hsc Fsâ ap³]nÂ
sIm−p-h¶v X¶-Xn\v Rm³ Fs¶¶pw \µn ]d-bp-¶p.
_n\n: USA bnÂ Ct¸m-Ä programs sNbvXp-htÃm...
America bnse audience sâ Bkzm-Z\ \ne-hm-chpw,
\m«n-epÅhcpsS Bkzm-Z\ \ne-hm-chpw X½nÂ
Fs´-¦nepw hyXymkw tXm¶n-bn-«pt−m?
Nn{X: AsXmcp difficult question BWv. ChnsS
ImWp-¶{X close Bbn BÄ¡m-cp-ambn CS-]-g-Im-\pÅ
Ah-kcw \m«nÂ D−m-Im-dnÃ. programs Hs¡
km[m-c-W-bmbn henb stadiums-Â Hs¡ BWv
\S-¯m-dv. ]ns¶ Chn-Ss¯ t]mse meet & greet
session H¶pw CÃtÃm. IqSp-XÂ BÄ¡msc ImWp-Ibpw
kwkm-cn-¡p-Ibpw sN¿p-¶Xv ChnsS hcp-t¼m-gmsW¶v tXm¶p-¶p.
]ecpw Ft¶mSv A§s\ ]d-ªn-«p-ap−-v. Bkzm-Z\w
FÃm-Ø-e¯pw Hcp-t]mse BsW¶p tXm¶p-¶p.
Cu trip se programsþÂ Xs¶ an¡-hmdpw
FÃm-bn-S-§-fnepw hfsc \Ã audience Bbn-cp-¶p.
`b-¦c response Bbn-cp-¶p. aq¶p \mep
aWn-¡p-dp-IÄ FÃm-hcpw Ccp-¶p. enjoy sN¿p-Ibpw
hfsc \Ã feedback Xcn-Ibpw sNbvXn-cp-¶p. AXp
tIÄ¡p-t¼mÄ \Ã Hcp kt´m-j-am-Wv.
_n\n: t{]£-IÀ¡v th−n tN¨n Gähpw A[nIw
aqfn-s¡m−v \S-¡m-dpÅ Hcp]m«v ]mSn Xcmtam?
aqfn-s¡m−p \S-¡p¶ Hcp ]m«v F¶p ]d-ªmÂ

_p²n-ap-«m-hpw. ImcWw Hmtcm Znh-khpw Hmtcm
]m«mIpw AXp Nne-t¸mÄ Fsâ ]m«p Xs¶
Bbn-cn-¡n-Ã.
Fs´-¦nepw Hsc®w Hcp Znhkw Xe-bnÂ DZn-¡pw.
AXv CS-bv¡nsS A§s\ aqfpw F¶-ÃmsX Hcp
]m«v Fs¶m-¶n-Ã.
_n\n: F¦nÂ Hcp suggestion ]d-bmw. ]me-¸qth
F¶ ]m«nsâ c−p hcn ]mSmtam? AXv Fsâ Hcp
personal favorite BWv.
Nn{X: (singing ]me-¸q-th..)
_n\n: Nn{X-tN-¨n-bpsS ]m«v t\cn«v tIÄ¡p-t¼mÄ
a\Êv kt´m-j-¯nsâ AXyp-¶-Xn-bnÂ F¯nb
Hcp feeling. Thank you chechi.
HcpImcyw Adn-bm³ B{Klw D−v. tN¨n-bpsS
{][m\ Kpcp-¡³amÀ Hma-\-¡p«n So¨À. M.G.
Radhakrishnan sir Ch-scms¡ Bbn-cp-¶-tÃm. Cu
Kpcp-¡³amsc
In«n-bXv
tN¨n-bpsS
kwKoX
Pohn-X-¯nse Hcp Nhn-«p-]Sn Bbn-cp-¶n-cn-¡-pa-tÃm.
Nn{X:
BZy-ambn
Rm³
Z£n-W-h-bv¡p-¶Xv
amth-en-¡c
{]`m-I-c-hÀ½-km-dn-\m-Wv.
Fsâ
BZy-Kpcp Fsâ AÑ-\m-Wv. Hcp ]mSv efn-X-Km-\-§-fpw.
Ihn-X-Ifpw Hs¡ tune sNbvXp ]Tn-¸n¨p X¶n-«p−v
AÑ³. AXn-\p-tijw Ic-a-\-bnÂ Fsâ hoSn-\-Sp-¯pÅ
Hcp ]m«n-b-½-bnÂ \n¶p k]vX-kz-c-§fpw, hcn-i-I-fpw,
Ae-¦m-c-§fpw Hs¡ ]Tn-¨p. AXn-\p-tijw
skâv{SÂ K-h¬saânÂ \n¶pw IÄ¨-dÂ Smeâv
skÀ¨nsâ `mK-am-bpÅ kvtImfÀjn¸v In«n. B
kvtImfÀjn-¸nÂ Hma-\-¡p-«n- So-¨-dns\ BWv
Kpcp-hmbn Nqkv sNbvX-Xv. ]ns¶ At§m«v DÅ
]T\w So¨-dnsâ ASp-¯p- \n-¶m-bn-cp-¶p. efn-X-Km-\-§Ä
DZ-b-`m\p A¦nÄ ]Tn-¸n-¨n-«p−-v. kpº-e£van So¨À
]Tn-¸n-¨n-«p−-v. s]cp-¼m-hqÀ cho-{µ-\mYv kmÀ
]Tn-¸n-¨n-«p−-v. IqSp-XÂ ]Tn-¸n-¨n-cn-¡p-¶Xv Fw.-Pn.
cm[m-Ir-jvW³ tN«³.
_n\n: Hcp]mSv efn-X-Km-\-§Ä AIRþÂ -tI«n-«p−-v.
HmS-¡p-gte F¶ ]m«v tN¨n- ]m-Snbpw tN¨n-bpsS
sister ]mSnbpw tI«n-«p−-v.
Nn{X: H¶p-]-d-bm-sX -h-¿. aÕc§Äs¡ms¡
t]mIpt¼m-gm-sW-¦nepw Ct¸m-gm-sW-¦nepw F\n¡v
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corrections

]d-ªp-X-cn-I-bpw, ss[cyw Xcn-Ibpw
Hs¡ sN¿p-¶Xv Fsâ tN¨n sI.-F-kv. _o\-bm-Wv.
tN¨n-bpsS I®nÂ \n¶v F\n-¡-dn-bm³ km[n¡pw
Rm³ ]mSp-¶Xv \¶m-Ip-¶pt−m F¶v. Fsâ
program
ka-b¯v
{]mÀ°n-¡p-Ibpw
Hs¡
sN¿p-¶Xv Fsâ tN¨n-bm-Wv.
_n\n: F\n¡pw AXp-t]mse Hcp tN¨n D−v
Nn{X-tN¨n ]d-bp-¶Xv F´m-sW¶v AXp-sIm−v
a\-Ên-em-Ip-¶p−-v.
Nn{X: Fsâ Pohn-X-¯nÂ F\n¡p ad-¡m³ ]äm¯
Hcm-fmWv Fsâ tN¨n. AXp-t]mse Xs¶ Fsâ
brother Mahesh. Mahesh LagosemWv. Ah³
AhnsS programs \v guitar Hs¡ hmbn-¡pw. Ah\p
c−v s]¬Ip-«n-I-fp−v. Ahcpw AhnsS stage
programs \pw competitions \pw Hs¡ ]mSn XpS§n.
AXpw Hcp kt´m-jw.
_n\n: _o\ tN¨n Ct¸mgpw ]mSm-dpt−m?
Nn{X: _o\ tN¨n shfn-bnÂ H¶pw ]mSm-dn-Ã. tN¨n
bhajans Hs¡ ]Tn-¡m³ Hs¡ t]mIm-dp−-v. Doha
bnÂ Bbn-cn¡p-t¼mÄ classes Hs¡ FSp-¯n-cp-¶p.
Ct¸mÄ classes FSp-¡m-dn-Ã. Ct¸mÄ IqSp-XÂ
spiritual line tebv¡mWv. tZhn-am-lmßyw t]mepÅ
classes-s\ms¡
t]mIm-dp−-v. AsXm-s¡-bmWv
tN¨n-¡nt¸m happiness.
_n\n: Kpcp-ap-J¯p \n¶v ]Tn¨ ]mT-§Ä Ct¸mÄ
daily lifeþÂ apply sN¿m-dpt−m? Ds−-¦nÂ \½psS
new generation kwKoX hnZymÀ°n-IÄ¡v th−n
share sN¿ptam?
Nn{X: Rm\pw Fsâ tN¨nbpw A\p-P\pw ho«nÂ
Znh-khpw kÔybv¡p hnf-¡p -h-¨-tijw ]mSm-dp
−-m-bn-cp-¶p. AXm-bn-cp¶p A½-bp-sSbpw AÑ-sâbpw
rule. At¸mÄ Rm³ ]Tn-¨-sXÃmw tN¨nbpw
]Tn¡pw, tN¨n- ]-Tn-¨-tXms¡ Rm\pw ]Tn-¡pw B
Hcp practice Bbn-cp¶p main Bbn. Daily FÃm
IoÀ¯-\-§fpw ]mSn-bn-cp¶p F¶p ]d-ªmÂ
IÅ-¯cw Bbn-cn¡pw. practiceþ\mbn IqSp-Xepw
hcn-i-Ifpw Ae-¦m-c-§fpw ‘A’ ‘Hm’ ‘C’ F¶n-§s\
]e intonationsþÂ ]mSn-bn-cp-¶p. ]Tn-¨-sXÃmw F¶pw
]mSWw F¶n-Ã. program sâ timeþÂ BsW-¦nepw
Ipd¨p warm up exercise Hs¡ Ign-ªmÂ ]ns¶

voice rest

Dw breathing exercise Hs¡ BWv Rm³
sN¿m-dp-Å-Xv. FÃm Znh-khpw recording DÅ-Xn-\mÂ
AXpw practice Xs¶-bm-W-tÃm.
_n\n: Ct¸m-gs¯ ]pXnb trend AXm-bXv ragam
based music direction amdn emotion based tuning
BWtÃm follow sN¿p-¶-Xv. tN¨n¡v GXp
coXn-bmWv more effective Bbn tXm¶n-bn-«p-ÅXv?
Nn{X:
AXv
Hmtcm
kn\n-a-bpsS
situation
A\p-k-cn-¨-tÃ. AXp-sIm−v A§s\ ]d-bm³
]än-Ã. Recently ‘Imwt_mPn’ F¶ kn\n-a-b¡p th−n
cmKw based ]m«mWv ]mSn-b-Xv. AXp-t]mse M.
Jayachandran sâ Xs¶ thsdmcp ]m«v Rm\pw
Madhu Balakrishnan-Dw IqsS ]mSn-bn-«p−-v. AXnÂ
jUv¡me ]Ãhn Hsc®w introduce sNbvXn-«p−-v.
A§s\ DÅ \Ã ]m«p-I-sfms¡ Ct¸mgpw hcm-dp
−-v. At¸mÄ Hmtcm kn\n-a-bpsS situation
A\p-k-cn¨v
]m«p-Ifpw
amdn-s¡m−-n-cn¡pw
Ct¸m-gs¯ trend A\p-k-cn¨v FÃm-hÀ¡pw dance
Hs¡ sN¿m³ ]äp¶ ]m«p-I-fmWv Ct¸mÄ IqSp-XÂ
hit BIp-¶Xv melody interest DÅ audience
hcp-t¼mÄ C\nbpw melody-based ]m«p-IÄ
hcp-sa¶v {]Xo-£n-¡p-¶p.
_n\n: Imwt_m-Pn-bnse ]m«v tN¨n¡v HmÀ¡m³
km[n-¡p-sa-¦nÂ c−p hcn ]mSm-tam.
Nn{X: (“\S-hm-XnÂ Xpd-¶nÃ” F¶ at\m-lc Km\w
t{imXm¡Ä¡p -th−n Be-]n-¡p-¶p.)
H.-F³.-hn. kÀ Ah-km-\-ambn Fgp-Xnb ]m«m-Wn-Xv.
AXp-sIm−v hcn-I-sfms¡ \¶mbn HmÀ¯n-cn-¡p-¶p−-v.
_n\n: H.-F³.-hn. kmdnsâ hcn-Ifpw, Fw. Pb-N-{µ³
kmdnsâ CuWhpw tN¨n-bpsS Bem-]-\hpw
IqSn-bm-b-t¸mÄ CXnepw \¶mbn H¶nÃ F¶p
tXm¶p-¶p. AXn-a-t\m-l-cw.
Nn{X: Nne ]m«p-IÄ \½psS a\-Ên-Â \n¶v t]mInÃ
AXnÂ H¶m-Wn-Xv.
_n\n: AXp-t]mse hfsc {i²n¨ Hcp Imcy-amWv
(audience-þsâ CS-bv¡n-cp-¶-t¸mÄ) tN¨n audience
kpambn connect sN¿p¶ coXn R§Äs¡ms¡
tN¨n-bp-am-bpÅ AIew hfsc Ipd-ª-Xp-t]mse
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tXm¶n A§-s\-sbmcp presence of mind keep
sN¿m³ F§ns\ km[n-¡p-¶p?
Nn{X: Rm³ A¶v tÌPnÂ ]d-ª-Xp-t]mse R§Ä
\mep-t]À ]m«p-Im-cm-b-Xp- sIm−v FÃm-hÀ¡pw
Hcp-t]mse participate sN¿m³ km[n-¡Ww. HcmÄ
Xs¶-bmIpt¼mÄ monotonous Bbn-t¸m-IntÃ?
AXp-t]mse ]m«p-I-fpsS speed cmK-sam-s¡- different
Bbn-cn-¡Ww. Song select sN¿p-t¼mÄ CsXms¡
{i²n-¡-Ww. HcmÄ aªÄ{]-kmZw Bh-iy-s¸-«mÂ
AXnsâ
ap¼pÅ
]m«v
AXnÂ
\n¶v
hyXy-Ø-am-bn-cn-¡Ww Hmtcm- ]m-«p-IÄ¡v Hmtcm
pace D−v. AXv program Â FhnsS CSWw
F¶pÅXv AXv F\n¡p ]d-ªp-X-cm³ Adn-bnÃ.
B experience -þ Â IqSn am{Xta a\-Ên-em-¡m³
km[n-¡q. At¸m-Ä ]e audience \v CjvS-apÅ
]m«p-IÄ include sN¿m³ ]än-sb¶p hcn-Ã.
AXp-sIm−v last Hcp round audience request-\p
th−n
am{Xw
hbv¡p-¶-Xv.
]ns¶
thsd
languageþÂ DÅ Bfp-Ifpw F¯n-bn-«p-−mhpw AXv
t\cs¯ Adnªq F¶p hcn-Ã. At¸mÄ AhÀ¡p
-th−n c−p- ]m-«p-Iq-Sn- ]m-Sn-bmÂ AhÀ¡v Hcp
kt´m-j-am-hntÃ. Bfp-IÄ¡v CjvS-apÅ ]m«p-IÄ
]mSn-s¡m-Sp-¡p-¶- XmWv Fsâ kt´mjw AXp-sIm−mWv A§ns\ Hcp segment hbv¡p-¶-Xv.

Aev]-t\cw Radio Malayalam USA bpsS t{imXm¡Ä¡p-th−n Nne-h-gn-¨-Xn\v hfsc hfsc \µn.
tN¨n-bpsS ]m«nsâ A{Xbpw Xs¶ at\m-lm-cnX
-bmWv tN¨n-bpsS Nncn¡pw Cu emfn-Xy-¯n-\p-sams¡
At¸mÄ Hcp-]mSv Hcp-]mSv ]m«p-IÄ tN¨n¡v ]mSm³
km[n-¡-s«-sb¶pw
AXp-tIÄ¡m³
R§Ä¡v
`mKy-ap-−m-I-s«-sb¶pw PK-Zo-iz-c-t\mSv BßmÀ°-ambn
{]mÀ°n-¡p-¶p.
Nn{X: USAbnse Radio Malayalam t{imXm-¡Ä¡v
FÃm-hÀ¡pw Rm³ Cu Ah-k-c-¯nÂ \µn-]-d-bp-¶p.

_n\n: AXp-am-{X-aÃ tN¨n \¶mbn stage-Â \n¶p
Xs¶ audince-Dw Bbn interact sN¿p¶-Xmbn feel
sNbvXp!
Nn{X: ]s−m¶pw A§ns\ sN¿p-am-bn-cp-¶nÃ Fsâ
A½ hfsc strict Bbn-cp-¶p. StageþÂ Nncn-¡m³
]mSnÃ Fs¶ms¡ ]d-ªp- hn-Sp-am-bn-cp-¶p. AXp-sIm
−v sNdp-¸-Imew apgp-h³ A½-bpsS hm¡p-IÄ
follow sNbvXn-cp-¶p. C\n- C-t¸mÄ C{Xbpw
{]mb-am-bn-sÃ.
Free
Bbn
kwkm-cn-¡m-\pÅ
aSn-sbm-s¡ -amdn Fsâ husband-Dw hfsc
encourage sN¿p-s¶m-cm-fm-Wv. At±-lhpw AXpsupport sN¿m-td-bp-Åq.
_n\n: hfsc \sÃmcp A\p-`-h-am-bn-cp¶p tN¨n-bpsS
program.

FOR ORDER & RESERVATION

(248)-817-2753
3059 ROCHESTER RD
TROY, MI 48083

Nn{X: Thank you (Nncn-tbm-sS)
_n\n:

tN¨n-bpsS

hne-s¸«

ka-b-¯nÂ

\n¶v
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My daughter
my pride
Through the years, you have grown up to be a beautiful little girl,
You are so funny, caring and loving,
You make my life worth living.
You teach me something new every day,
Sreeja Sreekumar

Through your eyes I see the world in a different way,
You have taught me what it means to love selflessly,
You are so dear to me I love you selfishly.
I see in you, a reflection of me
Your personality is so charming and you are so loving,
I’m so proud you are a part of me.
You do so many thoughtful things,
You have a way of lifting my spirits,
You fill our home with cheer.
You're growing so fast it sends me a twirl,
With hazy eyes I ask, “where’s my little girl?”
The next few years will so quickly fly,
With laughter and joy, mixed with a few tears to cry.
As you begin your growth to a lady, this fact you must know,
You'll always be my source of pride, no matter where you go.
Stand proud and dignified and feel no fear
For you, I will always be here.
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LIFE CHANGES.
And when it does, we can help
your financial life change with it.

Contact me today at 248-688-3694 to arrange your noobligation consultation. This discussion can help you capture
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reveal strategies for a strong future.
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Phone 248-688-3694
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jurisdictions worldwide.
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There are moments in our life that are hard, painful,
scary and difficult to endure. There are times when
we feel anger, anxiety, grief, embarrassment, stress,
remorse or other negative emotions. In these trying

Can
Mindfulness
Help Treat
Depression?

times we often want to escape the pain, drown it
out or push it away somehow. We may begin a
mental struggle with the pain trying to mentally talk
our way out of it, or we distract ourselves with
activities or drown it out with food or drink or
something stronger. Every one of us has gone
through these moments of pain and distress, the
moments when we feel our world crumbling down.
Most of us have the tendency to struggle in those
difficult moments. When the demands of our life
and society stretch us to our limits, when we feel
the shooting grief of a loss or we are overcome with
anxiety, depression or hopelessness – and we
struggle or fight against our difficult emotions, it’s
like drowning in quicksand. This state of mind had
been often termed depression.
Today depression has been termed the biggest
epidemic to have engulfed all age groups. The
number of people suffering from depression is

Sreeja Sreekumar

staggering. According to the National Institute of
Mental Health, over 14 million people suffer from
major depressive disorders, which are the leading
cause of disability in the United States for people
between the ages of 15 and 44. In the recent past

“Today, depression
has been termed
the biggest
epidemic to have
engulfed all age
groups.
The number of
people suffering
from depression is
staggering.”

we have heard of a few celebrities like Kate Spade,
giving up their fight with this deadly epidemic by
ending their life. It is not just major depression we
are talking about; there are others who are in
numerous lives suffering under the stress of
moderate or minor depression. It doesn’t even
include people who are not clinically depressed, but
going through a bout of depression due to life’s
circumstances like grief or loss.
Many times when our mind is wandering in the reels
of pain or distress, we get into an autopilot mode.
Have you ever got into your car and arrived at a
place without knowing anything about the journey?
Most of us have! And this is called the autopilot
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mode. In this mode of the mind we tend to get lost

moderate depression and anxiety, and preventing

in ‘doing’ so we find ourselves constantly striving

depressive relapse. Mindfulness-based cognitive

and struggling and ‘getting stuff done’ instead of

therapy (MBCT) was developed in the mid-nineties

really living. Most depressed people are in this

by psychologists at the Universities of Oxford,

mode constantly fighting many battles in their

Cambridge and Toronto to help stabilize patients’

minds. Medical science has put forward a number of

moods during and after use of antidepressants.

treatments for depression in the form of types of

MBCT seeks to teach people to disengage from the

antidepressants like SSRI’s Mao’s and TCA. Though

deeply ingrained dysfunctional thoughts that are

people opt for the medical or rather chemical

common with depression. About half of patients

treatments, the antidepressants are known to have

relapse into depression - even if they continue

a lot of side effects from dry mouth and headache

taking the medication. One common reason for a

to suicidal tendencies.

relapse is when a normal period of sadness turns

But what many people are not aware of is, the other
option that is completely natural, non-invasive, has

into obsessive brooding. MBCT tackles brooding
and teaches people to be more compassionate to
themselves and others. “The MBCT

no side effects and is safe enough
for even pregnant women. It is
called

mindfulness.

Through

mindfulness you can learn to turn
your negative emotions into your
greatest teachers and sources of
strength.

Today

it

has

been

practiced all over the world and

technique is simple, and revolves

Mindfulness is a
type of cognitive
therapy to treat
depression.

even corporates have inducted
this into their employee welfare
programs. Mindfulness is about living in the present
by taking notice of what’s around us and the
feelings that are inside of us. It’s about being fully
present and removing the extra layer of thought
that we normally attach to people, things, and

around "mindfulness meditation.”
In this, you sit with your eyes
closed

and

focus

on

your

breathing. Concentrating on the
rhythm

of

the

breath

helps

produce a feeling of detachment.
The idea is that you come to realize
that thoughts come and go of their

own accord, and that your conscious self is distinct
from your thoughts. This realization is encouraged
by gentle question-and-answer sessions modeled
on those in cognitive therapy. MBCT in its current
format is a 8-weeks, group-based program with
mindfulness meditation, yoga, body awareness and

events. As ironic as it might sound, depressed mind

daily homework, such as eating or doing household

is anything but mindful. A depressed mind is filled

chores, with full attention to what one is doing,

with thoughts of guilt, remorse, or pain from events

moment by moment.

that happened in the past. The mind even worries
about things we think will happen that never even
come to pass. One thought leads to another. The
person finds feeling bad about feeling bad and
ends up spiraling into a pit of despair.

The very act of practicing mindfulness can help
patients control their mind and the sad feeling they
have in there. Mindfulness doesn’t detach you from
reality, but it makes you focus that your thoughts
are in your control and that they should not control

Mindfulness is a type of cognitive therapy to treat

you. MBCT's strengths is its lack of side effects, and

depression. The research is strong for mindfulness’

that it can be used as an adjunct therapy. One

positive impact in certain areas of mental health,

characteristic of depression is a habit of thinking

including stress reduction, emotion and attention

negatively about experience, one's self or the

regulation, reduced rumination, for reducing mild to

future. Mindfulness trains people to be more aware
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of these thoughts and to stand back and simply

Although meditation is extremely powerful, it is not

observe their thoughts passing through their

the only way of becoming more mindful. Every

minds.

aspect of life can be used to enhance mindfulness.

Mindfulness works well of children and for pregnant
women who don’t want to depend on medication.

Every one of your senses can become gateways to
this delightful state of being. Eating and drinking,

Meditation has been part of our culture and lives.

and even such simple things as walking through a

Mindfulness meditation builds on concentration

park and smelling the flowers, can all become

exercises.

mindfulness practices

How it works:

Is mindfulness better than medication or other

Go with the flow: In mindfulness meditation, when
you

concentrate,

see

the

flow

of

thoughts,

emotions, body sensations without judging good or
bad.
Focus:

You

will

also

experience

external

observations, such as sounds, images, touches that
are part of the experiences in the moment. The

therapies? No, probably not, But if you are someone
who doesn’t believe in taking medication or seeing
an individual therapist you might be more inclined
to

engage

Depression

in
and

the

practice

anxiety

are

of

mindfulness.

driven

by

thoughts. Mindfulness helps you control those
thoughts.

challenge is not to hook on an idea, emotion,
sensation or get caught up in thoughts of the past
and the future. Instead, you look at the coming and
going of thoughts in your mind and discover which
mental patterns are a sense of well-being or
suffering.
Stay in it: Sometimes the process does not seem to
relax at all, but over time it provides stronger
feelings of happiness, joy and self-awareness as you
begin to feel more comfortable, with a broader field
of experiences and sensations.
Practice acceptance: Above all, mindfulness is
about accepting everything that comes up in your
consciousness at every moment. It is also a kind of
forgiveness for and of yourself.
Very gentle steering: When your mind wanders into
planning, daydreaming, or criticism, observe where
it went and send it gently back into the sensations
of the moment.
Do and keep doing: If you missed your planned
meditation session, just restart. By practicing

your

24315 North Western Hwy,
Suite #226, Southfield, MI 48075

Phone : 248-423-0236
Toll Free: (800) 733-1659

accepting your experiences during meditation, it
becomes easier to accept what comes your way
during the day and to accept it for the rest of the
day.
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hÀ®-§-fpsS
\Kcw
\nd-§Ä AbmÄ¡v CjvS-am-bn-cp-¶p. henb
{`a-am-bn-cp-¶p F¶v ]d-bp-¶-XmWv Ipd-¨p-Iq-Sn- icn!!
hÀ®m-`-amb ]q¡fpw ag-hnÃpw kÔym-k-a-bs¯
BIm-i-¯nsâ \nd-¡q«pw FÃmw Abmsf a¯v
]nSn-¸n-¡pw.
Sajeev Madampath

Hcp Znhkw AbmÄ¡v tXm¶n, Hcp Nn{X-i-e`w
Bbn-cp-s¶-¦nÂ F¶vv.
X\n-¡p-Xs¶ B \nd-§Ä apgp-h³ DÄs¡mÅmw.
Ahsb F¶-t¶-¡p-ambn Xtâ-Xp -am{Xw B¡mw.
A§n-s\-bmWv AbmÄ X]-Êp-Xp-S-§n-b-Xv. h\a-[y-¯n-em-bn-cp-¶nÃ X]-Êv. B \K-c-¯nse Gähpw
Dbcw IqSnb Aw_-c-Npw-_n-bmb sI«n-S-¯nsâ
sSd-ÊnÂ...
AhnsS \n¶v t\m-¡n-bmÂ B \Kcw apgp-h³
ImWmw. Zqsc- Hcp \qep-t]mse Hgp-Ip¶ \Zn-bpw,
AXn\p Hcp his¯ tKmÄ^v tIm-gvkp-I-fpw, aäp
-sI-«n-S§fpw Ahy-à-ambn \ng-ep-IÄ t]mse \o§p¶
hne-]n-Sn¨ hml-\-§fpw FÃmw...B -Xn-c-¡pÅ \K-c-¯nse Xnc-¡pÅ asämcp
]uc-\mWv Abmfpw. FÃmh-scbpw t]mse hÀ®i-`-f-amb PohnXw Hcp-¡q-«m-\mbn HmSn- \-S-¡p¶
asäm-cmÄ...
B
Xnc-¡p-I-fpsS
Imgv¨-¡n-S-bnepw
GIm-{K-\mbn X]-Êp-Xp-SÀ¶p. Hcn-¡Â Hcp e£yw
a\-ÊnÂ
I−mÂ
]n¶oSv
AXnÂ
\n¶pw
Xnc-t¨m-Sp¶h\Ã AbmÄ.
hmbn¨ FÃm- am-t\-Pvsaâv _pIvkpw ]d-ªn-cp¶
AtX -X-¯zw- þ- e-£yw, AXp-Å-h-t\- hn-P-bap-Åq.
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X]-Ênsâ Xo{h-X-bnÂ Xr]vXn-s¸«p Ah-km\w
`K-hm³ {]Xy-£-\mbn. ""`àm F´mWv \n\¡p
th−Xv?''
""F\n¡v Hcp Nn{X-i-e-`-am-IWw FÃm \nd-§fpw
DÅ at\m-l-c-amb Hcp Nn{X-i-e-`w.''
""`àm Hcn-¡Â sImSp-¯ -hcw F\n¡v Xncn-s¨-Sp¡m-\m-hn-Ã.''
e£y-t_m-[-apÅ AbmÄ XoÀ¯pw ]d-ªp... ""F\n¡v
Nn{X-i-e`w BbmÂ aXn.''
""A§ns\ Bhs« hÕm...'' `K-hm³ A{]-Xy-£-\m-bn.

AXp]-d-¶p-t]mb
hgn-bn-tebv¡v
AbmÄ
I®p-I-tfm-Sn-¨p... F\n¡pw Hcp shfp¯ ie-`-ambn
Zqsc ]pg-b-cn-In-epw, ae-\n-c-I-fpsS Xmgvhc-bnepw
]d¶p \S-¶mÂ aXn-bm-bn-cp-¶p!!
AbmÄ ]Xps¡ ]Xps¡ \K-c-¯nsâ I®-©n¸n-¡p¶ \nd-§fpw ImX-S¸n-¡p¶ _l-f-§fpw Xm−n
]d-¶p...
Zqsc B ]pg-bpw- I-S-¶v, shfp-¯- i-e-`-s¯ -tXSn...
AI-te-bv¡v...
AI-tebv¡v...

]Xps¡ AbmÄ¡v at\m-l-c-§-fmb c−p Nnd-Ip-IÄ
cq]m-´-c-s¸-«p... FÃm hÀ®-§-fnepw ap¡n hc¨
AXn-a-t\m-l-c-amb Nnd-Ip-IÄ.
AbmÄ B Nnd-Ip-I-f-Sn¨p AhnSw apgp-h³ ]d¶p
\S-¶p.
hÀ®IpXp-In-I-fmb aäp Nn{X-i-e-`-§-tfmSp kÃ-]n-¨p.
AhnsS F¯p-¶-Xn-\mbn IS¶p t]mb IjvS-¸m-SpIsf ]än hnh-cn-¨p.
Znh-k-§fpw amk-§fpw kt´m-j-t¯msS IS¶p
t]mbn. B \K-c-¯nsâ ap¡nepw tImWnepw
AbmÄ ]d-s¶¯n, \«p-h-fÀ¯nb Af¶p- ap-dn¨
sNSn-I-fp-tSbpw ]q¡fp-sSbpw kuµcyw Bkz-Zn-¨p.
BËm-Z-t¯msS ]d¶p \S¶ AbmÄ Hcp Znhkw
Hcp
shfp¯
ie-`s¯
I−p-ap-«n.
hÃm¯
BÝ-cy-t¯msS AbmÄ shfp¯ ie-`-¯n-t\mSp
tNmZn¨p. ""\nd-§-fn-Ãm¯ ie-`ta.... CsX-§ns\
kw`-hn¨p?'' H¶pw ]d-bmsX Abmsf t\m¡n
Nncn¨v B i-e`w ]d-¶-I¶p!
A¶p cm{Xn AbmÄ¡v Dd-§m³ Ign-ªnÃ.
shfp¯ ie`w Abmsf hÃmsX Nn´n-X-\m-¡n. B
Ccp-«nÂ AbmÄ Xsâ Nnd-In-te-¡p t\m-¡m³
{ian-¨p. FÃm-bn-S¯pw AKm[amb Idp-¸p- am-{Xw.
]ntä¶v cmhnse, Xsâ Nnd-Insâ hÀ®-§Ä FÃmw
a§n-b-Xp-t]mse
AbmÄ¡p
tXm¶n.
Npäpw
FÃm-bn-S¯pw \nd-§Ä a§n-¯p-S-§n-bn-cn-¡p-¶p.
AbmÄ¡p-Npäpw Aw_-c-Np-_n-I-fmb sI«n-S-§Ä
\ng-ep-IÄ ]c-¯n. hne-Iq-Snb hml-\-§-fpsS
ImX-S-¸n-¡p¶ i_vZw FÃm-bn-S¯pw \nd-ªp. B
\n-d-§-sfÃmw B shÅ ie`w IhÀ¶-Xm-sW-¦ntem?
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This one’s for you Mom. I love you.
When I was growing up, I remember many
occasions where my mom would make miracles
happen. I also remember many times when I didn’t

Dear Mom.
You Are
The Greatest
Woman I Know

thank her enough for the sacrifices she made for
me. I remember many times when I didn’t tell her
how much I love her and how much she means to
me.
My mom is a sweetheart and she never gets the
credit or respect she deserves.
My dad spent the majority of my childhood working
to support us so most of my time at home was
spent with my mom.

The Patience Of A Saint
My mom was a homemaker who was taking care of
me and my little sister in addition to all the
household work, in spite of a chronic medical
condition at a young age.
Think about that for a moment...
Brian Kurian

She watched and looked after both of us. Talk about
patience. The woman has the patience of a saint.
Still I never said “thank you” enough.
When I was younger I didn’t realize how much we

“Mom made me
want to step up
to any challenge
and face it head on.
She made me want to
be the very best
at every single thing
I ever did.

kids drove her insane. We had so much energy and

I wanted to make
Mom proud.”

She Was Sensitive To My Needs

she was only one person.
She still loved us and made sure we were safe.
My sister and I never had much when we were kids
but we always had enough thanks to the hard work
my parents put in day after day. My dad made sure
all the bills were handled but Mom gave us all the
love and support any kid could ever ask for from
their parent.
Still I never said “thank you” enough.

My dad was extremely hard on me and set very high
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expectations for me. I always had to be the best in

and has a heavy South Indian accent. It took me 30

school, the best at my job, and the best person in

years to realize how adorable she is when she tries

any

times

to talk to me and my sister. She tries hard to relate

unbearable. Whenever I came up short with my

to us and help us with whatever struggles we are

grades or came up short with something else my

facing. She cares so much about us and about my

mom always had my back. My dad would make me

dad. My dad would work an insane amount of hours

feel like I was the worst human being alive but mom

but she always made sure the house was clean and

situation.

The

pressure

was

at

always loved me. She let me know that she still
expected more out of me and she knows I can do
better. She was always so much nicer about it. She
was so sensitive to mine and my sister’s needs.

that his food was always ready for him. She took
care of the house and he earned the money.
They were a dynamic duo. Alice Kurian was a
superstar stay-at-home mom.

Still I never said “thank you” enough.

Still I never said “thank you” enough.

She never coddled us or gave in to us when we

My dad and I got in to countless arguments when I

whined or complained. She was tough and from the
old country. However, she understood that we were
kids being kids. She was always so understanding.
She was amazing and it took me a long time to see
how strong she was.
Still I never said “thank you” enough.
My mom, even to this day, speaks broken English

was going through my teenage rebellious years. It
was hell and at many points in my life, I hated my
dad. He pushed me to the brink numerous times
and whenever he threatened to kick me out… Mom
would talk to him and get him to calm down.
Thanks to her I got to live in the house for another
day. Mom was always the mediator of the Kurian
household. She was the glue that kept our family
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together. She kept me and my dad sane. She also

do to each other when we are angry and we let our

made me realize how important it was to be a

emotions run high. It has been this way between my

phenomenal big brother to my little sister Ashley.

dad and I for a long time. Earlier today, I talked to

Mom Made Me Want To Be A Better
Man
Mom always made me want to be a better man. She
made me want to be a better big brother. She made
me want to be ten times better than my dad. She
made me realize what a high quality woman acts
like every single day. Mom made me want to step up
to any challenge and face it head on. She made me
want to be the very best at every single thing I ever

my mom about it. Of course, she was once again
the mediator.
“Your dad was upset and emotional last night. I
know he said a lot of hurtful things to you but he
doesn’t actually mean any of those things. Please
try to be more understanding of where he is coming
from. He loves you and cares about you very much.
He doesn’t know how to express it though. Please
forgive him.”

did. I wanted to make Mom proud. I wanted to hear

After talking to her for a few minutes and venting to

the words “I’m proud of you” from my parents so I

her I felt much better. She lets me get out all my

did my very best. I knew my mom was more likely to

frustrations and she doesn’t judge me. She always

tell me she was proud of me than my dad was.

forgave me when I yelled at her or said hurtful
things. I can’t help but listen to her when she tells

Still I never thanked her enough.

me to forgive my dad for doing the same things to

I am such a strong type A personality, it’s sickening
sometimes.

However,

she

has

always

been

understanding. She is completely opposite to me in
a lot of ways. Yet, we are very similar in a lot of ways
too. I never realized what a great sense of humor

me. She lives by example.
Mom made me want to hustle harder than everyone
else. Mom made me want to live a better life and
provide a better life for my family.

she had until a few years ago. We play off each

I know I never thanked her enough. It took me 30

other very well. We can make a room full of people

years to write this post but I just needed to let the

love us and we can keep everybody laughing. She is

world know how much she means to me.

such a comedian. She always has been, I just never
realized it until recently.

I hope you all tell your own mothers how much they
mean to you. Life is too short. Don’t be like me and

Still I never thanked her enough.

wait 30 years to do it.

Yesterday, my dad and I got into a bad argument

Thank you for everything you have done for me

over the phone. He said a lot of hurtful things to me

Mom. I love you so much.

and I know I said hurtful things back. That’s what we

Keep hustlin’
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Taste of India !
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Ph:734 327 6500
!
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!
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www.tasteofindiaaa.com
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because of
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patient satisfaction.
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Is For
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“Bonswa!”

“Mèsi

Port-au-Prince

we

anpil!”

As

were

we

deplaned

bombarded

with

in
a

plenitude of locals proclaiming those phrases,
which translate to “good evening” and “thank you
very much.” We were only in Haiti for about ten
minutes and had already gotten a lifetime’s worth
of love and praise from Haitian denizens. Not being

Times in
Thomas Élie

able to understand Haitian-Creole was obviously a
huge inconvenience, but that barely mattered when
we were being swarmed by natives applauding and
crying about how much joy “BuildOn” brought to
them.
The organization I went with, called “BuildOn,”
brought eleven of us teenagers from Troy High and
Stoney Creek. BuildOn has built 139 schools in Haiti
and over 1,300 schools globally. BuildOn schools
are breaking the cycle of poverty, illiteracy and low
expectations through service and education. Over
35,000

children,

parents

and

grandparents

currently attend BuildOn schools in Haiti.
Pooja Krishnakumar

We stopped multiple times to visit Haitian locals,
and Haiti couldn’t have looked more like Kerala.

“After nine hours of
driving up rutted
roads we finally
reached our village
of Thomas Élie.
As we arrived
children, adults, and
the elderly all
swarmed our cars,
as if we were
celebrities or
special cargo.”
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From swaying coconut trees to the littoral, blue sea,

mother and father. Our house was quaint and had

it felt like I was more at home than ever. After nine

sheets of plastic serving as doors, as well as a

hours of driving up rutted roads we finally reached

latrine and more sheets to create a showering

our village of Thomas Élie. As we arrived children,

space. Every night I took a flashlight and headed

adults, and the elderly all swarmed our cars, as if we

out to shower, and I was able to look up and see the

were celebrities or special cargo. Our Haitian

big dipper as well as a myriad of other stars.

counterparts then hosted an amiable opening
ceremony with everything ranging from singing to
dancing. No time was wasted as we headed up to
the worksite right after the celebration concluded.
I’ll never forget walking up the steep incline and
then

being

able

to

look

over

the

green,

mountainous, picturesque idyll. As the sun started
to set, we were dismissed to meet our new host
families. The anticipation was slowly eating away at
me as I was so eager to learn whose family I would
become a part of. My host family included a
four-week-old kitten named Minu, five-month-old
baby named Lance, a ten-year-old boy named
Jamieson, a sixteen-year-old sister named Tina, two
goats named Gary and Gertrude, and our host

Despite the schedule being the same for the next
eight days, each and every day included different
and eye-opening experiences. I was able to freely
roam the settlement and saw over fifty people
cramming into a house to watch the World Cup, or
teenagers

participating

in

their

own

soccer

matches. We saw monopolies and oligopolies in the
hamlet, and how they learned to prosper despite
dealing with a superfluity of natural disasters as
well as political unrest. We worked hand-in-hand
with the villagers on the worksite building the
school for at least four hours a day, bonding and
loving each other in spite of the linguistic divide.
Every moment from dawn to dusk we were
encompassed by young Haitian kids who wanted
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nothing more than our attention and affection. The

motivation high. When we arrived back home, I was

villagers were so accommodating and caring, that

subconsciously humming the tune of a popular

every time we expressed even an ounce of

Haitian

discomfort they would quickly run to extinguish the

instantaneously and pulled out their boombox to

problem. For example, after my friend and I had

play it for us.

arrived back to our host family after a long day, I
noticed a huge, dead tarantula outside our house. I
never said anything about it except point it out to
my friend. The next day we came back and the
appalling arachnid was buried. Also, we usually
played music at the worksite to keep spirits and

song.

The

family

recognized

it

It was so liberating to be surrounded by a simple
community who had never seen foreigners in their
life, yet immediately treated us like family. The
language barrier certainly did not stop them from
expressing their love and gratitude for us.
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Kerala Club Youth Council member Malavika
Vengilatt had the pleasure of interviewing Rajeesh
Vengilatt and Ravi Ikkurthy to learn about the
challenges and feats of owning a restaurant

Mallus
Anchor Bar:
An Interview with Rajeesh and Ravi

business as well as what it takes to run a successful
sports bar.
One of the wonderful things about being a part of
the Malayalee community is the connections that
you make. Neighbors Rajeesh Vengilatt and Ravi
Ikkurthy have been active members in Kerala Club
for several years, but it was only recently that they
bonded together over their love for sports. Every
Sunday for the past year, Rajeesh and Ravi had
made time in their busy lives to play a friendly
match of golf. What seemed as a harmless game
was actually the start of something bigger.
It was during their weekly trip that the idea of

Malavika Vengilatt

opening a restaurant came about. The Mallus are
well experienced in the various industries in the
Midwest (Rajeesh is the founder of a Michigan
based tech business “One Team” while Ravi works
for a Michigan auto company), but developing and

“Their journey
started with finding
a franchise that
they felt connected to.
They went through
several well-known
joints like Subway,
Tim Hortons and Zoup,
but nothing caught
their interest.
Then they learned
about Anchor Bar,
creators of the
“best wing in the world.”

establishing a new franchise was something neither
had encountered. Furthermore, opening up a
restaurant had less than a 10% success rate. But
neither Rajeesh nor Ravi let some statistic burn
down their passion to create something new.
Their journey started with finding a franchise that
they felt connected to. They went through several
well-known joints like Subway, Tim Hortons and
Zoup, but nothing caught their interest. Then they
learned about Anchor Bar, creators of the “best
wing in the world.” What drew Rajeesh and Ravi to
this company was its history.
“On March 4, 1964, Dominic Bellissimo was tending
bar at the now-famous Anchor Bar Restaurant in
Buffalo, NY. Late that evening, a group of Dominic’s
friends arrived at the bar with ravenous appetites.
Dominic asked his mother, Teressa, to prepare
something for his friends to eat. They looked like
chicken wings, a part of the chicken that usually
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went into the stock pot for soup. Teressa had deep

character of the community.” Both Ravi and

fried the wings and flavored them with a secret

Rajeesh finally found something that also shared

sauce. The wings were an instant hit and it didn’t

the Kerala value of meaningful food.

take long for people to flock to the bar to
experience their new taste sensation. From that
evening on, Buffalo Wings became a regular part of
the menu at the Anchor Bar. The phenomenon
created in 1964 by Teressa Bellissimo has spread
across the globe.” Although many have tried to
duplicate the Buffalo wing, the closely guarded
secret recipe is what makes Frank & Teressa’s the
proclaimed “Best Wings in the World.”

In the future, the Mallus plan on adding their own
touch into the Anchor Bar menu by incorporating a
new Tandoori wing and Mallu Samosa. To those who
wish to enter the restaurant industry, Rajeesh
suggests to get an associates or bachelors degree
in business or finance, and along the way, work in
restaurants that you like. Learn how every single job
works, including dishwashing, waiting, bartending,
hosting and cooking. Lastly, the business industry

Rajeesh had felt a connection to the story of

works predominantly on relationships. So surround

Teressa as he too loved to share his passion for

yourself with those who challenge you and make

cooking, especially traditional Kerala dishes. One of

you work hard.

the many awards that Anchor Bar received included
the James Beard Foundation Award, which is given
to restaurants “that have timeless appeal, beloved
for quality food that reflect the history and

Buffalo’s Anchor Bar is located on the north east
corner of Rochester Road & Auburn Road. The
details can found in www.anchorbarmi.com
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Ip«n-¡m-es¯ t]mse, C´y-bpsS IShpw ImSp-I-fnÂ
Ipdªphcp¶ ISp-h-I-fpsS F®hpw Fsâ Dd¡w
sISp-¯m-dnÃ.
N{µ-\nÂ ImepIp-¯nb Ata-cn-¡-¡m-c\v Nmb
sImSp¯ ae-bm-fn-bpsS IY C¶v F\n¡v Atcm-N-I-a-Ã.
Hcp Iyq_nsâ A`n-hn-\ymkw F\n¡v Hcp lc-a-Ã.

ag

Hcp A`n-hn-\ym-k-¯n-\p-ff FÃm km[y-XIfpw,
{]_-e-ambpw ASn-Øm-\-]-c-ambpw A´Àeo-\-am-bncn-¡p¶ hnhn[hÀ®an{in-X-amb Hcp Iyp_nsâ
A]qÀ®-X-bmWv C¶v F\n-bv¡njvSw.
A\p-`-h-§Ä A`n-cp-Nn-bpsS amäp-c-bv¡p-t¼mÄ...
BhÀ¯-\-¯nsâ
hnc-k-Xtbm
Ae-k-Xtbm
CÃm-¯, ]pXp-abpw X\n-abpw Hcp XpÅn-t]mepw
tNmÀ¶p t]mIm¯ Nne-Xp−-v.
ag... ]pXp-ag...
ag- F\nbvs¡¶pw Hcp el-cn-bm-Wv, lc-amWv,
Bth-i-amW,v
AXn-ep-]cn hnkva-b-amWv!!
ag-sb-t¸mse s]mSp-¶s\ hcp¶ asämcp lrXp-hnÃ.
asäÃm lrXp-¡fpw aµw-aµw AW-bp-t¼mÄ... ag
-am-{Xw...
Hcp ip`-ap-lqÀ¯-¯nÂ, Hcp shÅn-Sn-bnÂ \n¶pw
s]mSp-¶s\ s]m«n-¨m-Sp-¶p!!

Ajaykumar Malankattil

sIm¨p-\m-fp-I-fnÂ ]qap-J¯v
In-S¶v am\-¯p-t\m-¡p-t¼mÄ...

]Sn-bnÂ

aeÀ¶p-

ag- Xp-¼-nIsft¸mse ]d-¶p-\-S-¶p. Fsâ BË-mZXn-anÀ¸p-I-fnÂ ag lÀj-hÀjn-Wn-bm-bn, Iqew-Ip-¯n
-sbm-gp-In.
AIm-c-W-hn-c-l-§-fnÂ... s]¿m-\m-hmsX hn§n-\n-¶p.
Fsâ I®p-IÄ \nd-bp-t¼mÄ, ag- hn-§n-s]m«nþtX§Â
\nÀ¯m-\m-hmsX.
Nne-t¸mÄ s]m³sh-bn-en³ ag-hnÂ Nmcp-X-bnÂ,
aäp-Nn-e-t¸mÄ Iqcn-cp-«pÅ IÀ¡n-S-I-cm-{Xn-I-fnÂ,
IqsS¡qsS an¶Â¸nW-dnsâ sh«w sXfn-bn¨v
apgp-h³ ]oenbpw hnSÀ¯n ag- Xn-aÀ¯p- \À¯-\-amSn.
FÃm-w þ F-\n-¡p-th−-n- am{Xw!!
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BÀ{Z-am-h-s«, cu{Z-am-hs« agsb AXnsâ FÃm
-`m-h-¯nepw Rm³ kvt\l-n¨p. FÃm cq]-¯nepw
Bcm-[n¨p!!

A\p-{K-ln-¨p, adpssI sIm−v ZÞn-¨p.

Idp¸pw shfp¸pw HmÀ½-IÄ¡v Ggp\ndw NmÀ¯p¶
ag...

F¦nepw... IÀ½-Im-Þ-§Ä¡-¸pdw lrZbw Icp-W\n-d-ªp- Im-W-Ww; Ien- X¶ ssIhn-jw Np−n\pw
]m{X-¯n-\p-ansS ssII-fnÂ\n¶v X«n-am-ä-s¸«p!!

\nem-hpÅ cm{XnIfnÂ, AIse \n¶p tIÄ¡p¶
\mbv¡-fpsS \o«n-bpÅ Hmcn-t]m-se...
hnP-\-X-bpsS hnZqcXbnÂ hne-bnbv¡p¶ Xoh−-nbpsS BÀ¯\mZw-t]m-se...
ag...
Rm\dn-bmsX Hcp `qX-tem-I-¯p\ns¶¶- t]mse
Fs¶ sR«nbpWÀ¯p-¶p.

Hcp samgn-bnÂ hcw X¶p, adp-sam-gn-bnÂ i]n-¨p.

Hcn-bv¡epw tIÄ¡-cp-sX¶p Icp-Xn-bXv ImXn-temXn,
ImW-cp-sX¶p Icp-Xn-bXv I¬ap-¶n-en-«v, Hcn-bv¡epw
sN¿m-\n-S-h-c-cptX F¶p {]mÀ°n-¨Xv kzbw sN-¿n-¨psIm−-v...
Cg-tNÀt¡−--hsb ]ncn-¨pw,
tImÀ¯n-W-¡n-bpw...

hn[n Ft¸mgpw sshcp-[y-§Ä sIm-−p-I-fn¨p.

\nd-an-Ãm-¯ -ag... cpNn-bn-Ãm-¯- a-g...

CXnÂ sXtäXv? icn-tbXv?

kKp-Wbpw AtX-k-abw \nÀKp-W-bp-amb ag...

]Xn-tcXv? IXntcXv?

Duj-c-amb
Cu
`qan-bnÂ
lcn-Xm-`bpw XoÀ¯ ag...

shfn-¨-taXv? Ccpt«Xv?

\oe-s¸m-bvI-Ifpw

]ncn-bvt¡--−hsb

sNIp-¯m-\mcv? ssZh-amcv?

aWw-t]mepw a®nÂ\n¶v ISw-sIm-Åp-¶p þ a®n³
ZpxJ-§Ä kzbw-h-cn-bv¡p¶ alm-ßm-¡-sf-t¸mse!!

IqsS¡qsS ambv¡m³ th−-n- am{Xw ho−pw- ho−pw
hc-bv¡p-¶-sX-´n\v?

bma-§Ä¡p apdn-hp-I-fn-sÃ-¶pw, taml-§Ä¡v AXn-cp
-I-fn-sÃ¶pw Hcm-c-h-t¯msS ag Fs¶ HmÀ½n-¸n-¨psIm-t-−bn-cp-¶p.

\mi-an-Ãm-¯-sXm-¶p-an-sÃ-¦nÂ, \in-¸n-bv¡m³ th−n
am{Xw krjvSn-¡p-¶-sX-´n\v?

F¶n«pw... agsb Rm³ tamln¨p!!

ac-W-an-Ãm-¯-sXm-¶p-an-sÃ-¦nÂ sImÃm³th−n am{Xw
P\n-¸n-bv¡p-¶-sX-´n\v?

ag Hcp el-cn-bm-bv, \nÀhrXn-bm-bv, Fsâ knc-I-fnÂ
]SÀ¶p.

CXn-eqsS BÀ¡v, F´v B\-µ-amWp e`n-bv¡p-¶Xv?

Dcp−-p-Iq-Snb
kzbw ad-¶p.

ImÀta-L-¯nsâ

Xa-ÊnÂ

Rm³

“At½... F\nbv¡p \o F´n\p P·w X¶p?”
tNmZyw A\-´-X-bpsS A]m-c-X-bnÂ {]Xn-[z-\n-¨p.

a®nsâ þ P·-hm-k-\-I-fp-sS þ tamlm-e-ky-¯n-e-aÀ¶p.

A]m-cX Xncn-¨p-tNm-Zn¨p...

thgm-¼-ep-IÄ am\t¯bv¡p\\-bv¡p-t¼mÄ.

""F\nbv¡p \o F´n\p P·w -X¶p?''

t\m¡n

sXm−

hb-ensâ hc− hnÅ-ep-I-fnepw sh«p-IÂt¸m-SpI-fnepw Cctbm CWtbm tXSn-¡n-S¶ F«-Sn-aqÀJ
-·mÀ ]¯n-hn-SÀ¯n. AW-bnÂ \ndª hnjw Ah
IÃp-I-fnÂ sIm¯n-bn-d¡n. B hn-j-¡-Ãp-I-fnÂ X«n,
A{i-²m-ep-hnsâ s]cp-hn-cÂ Cc-Sn.
ssZhw X¶-sXm¶pw i\n-b³ Xn¶m-\-\p-h-Zn-¨nÃ.
IÀ½-§-fpsS A[n-tZ-hX Hcp ssI sIm−v

hnX-¨-Xp- sIm-bvXpw, sImbvX-Xp- hn-X-¨p-apÅ
a¡-fpsS kzbw- a-d-¶pÅ bm{X-bnÂ a¡-fpsS
\ne-hn-fn-tI-«v, \nÀhn-IÂ¸\pw \ncm-Im-c-\p-amb
]nXmhv
\nÊw-K-\mbn
\ne-sIm-−p.
X¶nÂ
\n¶-\y-ambn Ahn-S¶v H¶pw I−p-Im-Wn-Ã.
kXyw!! inhw!! kpµcw!!
]t£...
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a¡-fpsS \nÊ-lm-b-X-bn-epw, \ne-hn-fn-bn-epw..

\nÀ½-ehpw tXtPm-{]-th-iy-hp-amb ]fp-¦m-¡n-am-äp-I.

AJn-em-Þ-tImSn {_Òm-Þ-P-\-\n-bpsS lrZbw
Icp-W-\n-d-ªp.

Pohmßmhn\v Aar-tX-IpI!!

kÀh-a-{´m-ßnI BIm-i-cq]w ]q−p...

Alchemy of Rain !!

taL-ambv... an¶-embv... ag-bm-bv...

Alchemy of Love!!

]ns¶... ]pg-bm-sbm-gp-In...

Alchemy!!

The ultimate transmutation!!

""hm§n `£n-¡p-hn³ CsXsâ icocw.

At½...

""FÃm-hcpw CXn-Â \n¶p IpSn-bv¡p-hn³,

Ahn-Sps¯ krjvSnsb tNmZyw sN¿m³ Rm\mcv!!

""CXv At\-IÀ¡p- th−n ]m]-tam-N-\-¯n-\mbv
sNmcn-b-s¸-Sp¶ Fsâ cà-am-Ip-¶p...''

Ahn-Ss¯ ØnXnsb tNmZyw- sN-¿m³ Rm\mcv!!

At½...
Ahn-S¶v Icp-W-s]-¿pI... a¡-fpsS Cu Zo\-X-bnepw
ssZ\y-X-bnepw hÀjn-¨n-d-§p-I.
ico-c-¯nse Cu hnbÀ¸n-epw, s]mSn-bnepw am{X-a-Ã,
Hmtcm tcmaIq]-¯nepw [a-\nbnepw am{X-aÃ,
Hmtcmtcm tImi-§-fnepw AhnS¶v hÀjn-¨n-d-§pI!!
kwip-²o-I-cn-bv¡-pI þ Hmtcm tImi-¯nepw Dd-§n¡n-S-¡p¶
ap¸-¯n-ap-t¡m-SntZ-h-K-W-§-sfbpw
DWÀ¯p-I.
P·-P-·m-´-c-§-fmbv a\-Ên-e-Sn-ªpIq-Snb PS-bnepw
kS-bn-epw, Pc-bnepw \c-bnepw Ahn-S¶v s]bvXn-d-§p-I.

Ahn-Sps¯ kwlm-cs¯ tNmZyw- sN-¿m³ Rm\m
-cm-Ip¶p!!
At½...
Hcp -ta-fw -t]mse apdp-Ip-Ibpw Ab-bp-Ibpw
sN¿p-¶- ag Fs¶ ]Tn-¸n-¨Xv Hcp Xmf-a-Ã- þ -Xmf
A]-Xm-f-§Ä¡-¸p-d-apÅ Hcp eb-am-Wv.
{]Ir-Xn-bp-am-bp-Å, Pohsâ XmZmßyw!!
Cd-b¯v Cän-äp-ho-gp¶ Ah-km\ ag-¯p-Ån-IÄ¡pw,
IqSpw XpWbpw \jvS-s¸«v Ccp-«-s¯-hn-sStbm
tNt¡-dm³ {ian-bv¡p¶ Hä-s¸« Infn-IÄ¡pw
`RvPn-bv¡p-hm-\mbv Hcp iq\y-\n-È-_-ZX _m¡nsh-¨p-sIm−v ag-IÄ s]bvsXm-gn-bp-¶p.

X]-Ênsâ Aán-]ÀÆ-X-§fpw Xtam-KÀ¯-§fpw
Xm§m-\m-hm¯ Cu a\p-jy-a-\-Êp-Isf t{]akv^pSw sN¿p-I.
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Today’s selfie taking generation are considered to
be

Narcissism
a growing
menace

Narcissistic,

is

in

love

with

themselves

Narcissism is a rising epidemic is today’s world. We
are constantly subjected to it on television these
days through some famous personalities. There are
a number of people around us, we know are
suffering from Narcissistic Personality Disorder
(NPD). All of us have a degree of Narcissism in us
and the society sometimes needs narcissistic
people. They tend to be strong leaders with large
visions, lot of Charisma, oratorical magnetism. They
are productive narcissist. Narcissistic personality
disorder is more prevalent in males than females,
and is thought to occur in around 6 percent of the
general population, according to research.
So what is Narcissism? The term originated from
Greek mythology, where the young Narcissus fell in

Sujatha Iyer
Life Coach
Vadodara,Gujrat

love with his own image reflected in a pool of water.
Extreme narcissism is egotistical preoccupation
with self, personal preferences, aspirations, needs,
success, and how he/she is perceived by others.
Narcissism, in lay terms, basically means that a

“ The term originated
from Greek mythology,
where the young
Narcissus fell in love
with his own image
reflected in a pool of
water. Extreme
narcissism is egotistical
preoccupation with
self, personal
preferences, aspirations,
needs, success, and
how he/she is perceived
by others.”

person is totally absorbed in self. To him/her,
people are things to be used. It usually starts with a
significant emotional wound or a series of them
culminating in a major trauma of separation/
attachment. The narcissist really has two faces, one
is his real face and the other is their stage face.
Neither is anything like the other. Anyone who has
not seen the real face will tell you that the narcissist
is the greatest person they have ever met. They are
known for their negative, pessimistic, cynical or
gloomy outlook on life. Sarcasm is the specialty of
Narcissist. They lack love and empathy and that is
the main reason they attract empaths into their life.
They usually never have a good reason for what
they do. They never have a good reason for any of
their abusiveness or rage and they think that others
are like them too except that they are honest and
others are hypocrites.

They are necessarily not

liars,

notoriously

but

they

are

famous

for

camouflaging the truth. The truth means a risk of
people seeing them, the person behind the mask
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and that is their failure. This can cause them

narcissist feels that, you have a more power image

“narcissistic injury”. When someone questions the

than them and you are more popular due to the

abuse, lies secrets or the silent treatments they

qualities you possess, they will insult and demean

subject their victims or supply to, it gets twisted

you to break your self-esteem and make you feel

back on the real victim. It is a plain simple defense

worthless. They will try to take back the control

mechanism they use, without offering any logical

they have on you, by acting to be your well-wisher

explanation for their behavior (E.g.; “I have never

or friend or love interest. Because control is so

said that”, “that is your imaginations”; “I have no

important to narcissists, they can abruptly lose their

time or energy to answer your questions”; “why do

charm if destabilized or threatened. They get angry

you have so much in your life”) These are signs of

when rejected, overreacting to small slights. Over

guilt on the narcissist part that their secret has been

time,

revealed. Expecting a narcissist to be like the rest of

hazardous work environment for the non-narcissist.

us can make one go insane, because they have no

He

remorse. They never apologize for any of the hurts

codependents If he is high enough up the

they instill on people or the negative impact of their

organization, he will appoint them. If he can't

actions. They are never sorry. they are very skilled at

appoint them, he will make life so difficult for those

dodging and ducking personal questions. If you

who don't subscribe to his narcissistic abuse that

press them, they will then slot you as “unsafe” and

they will leave. They will eventually end up

will begin to avoid you and exclude you from their

surrounded

life. We come across narcissistic personalities in

pathological reciprocal role that his behavior

various

social

settings

Let’s

look

at

a

few

narcissistic relationships;

Narcissist at work

a
(or

narcissist
she)

by

will

will

create

an

surround

individuals

emotionally

himself

who

play

with

the

typically induces. Unfortunately, in the workplace
you can’t just write off a person off. So the best
thing to do is to go along with him or her.

Romantic relationship
with a Narcissist
The basic thing to know about all people who suffer
from Narcissistic Personality Disorder is that while
they may have many gifts and talents—intelligence,
wit,

charm,

business

sense

--

forming

and

maintaining intimate relationships is not one of
them. Their relationships are usually very shallow
no matter how much they profess to love you.
Have you ever worked with a selfish, arrogant and

Relationship with a narcissist can be the most tragic

manipulative person? A person who wants to be in

part of one’s life. It is nothing but a whirlwind of

control, center of attention and puts down other

abuse,

people. You probably are or were working with a

disapproval. Many victims die from this version of

narcissist There is also the success oriented

love, or at the very least spend years, if not the rest

narcissist. He/She will be your friend and keep you

of their lives, emotionally, mentally, financially,

close to her as long as you are useful. Once you do

physically and spiritually crippled. Creating a love

not have anything more to offer, and he/she has

relationship for the narcissist is for two reasons.

taken all they wanted from you, you are history. You

Firstly to secure narcissistic supply (attention), and

are no longer desired or wanted. When the

secondly to have an outlet to project his / her

mind

twists,

blame,

criticism
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internal pain and torture

They will blame the victim for

onto. People who are

everything that is not right in

hooked and 'hang on'
make

the

A narcissistic
relationship commonly
starts as a 'whirlwind
romance' if he / she
decide you are desired
as a partner, you'll be
wined, dined, seduced,
bought and wooed.

perfect

subjects to abuse. If you
begin to feel confused in
your

relationship

have

strange

and
vague

feelings that something
isn't right, don't simply
rationalize
these

and

shake

feelings

off.

If

you're in a relationship
with a true narcissist, by

their life; blame them for
what other people do or for
whatever happened, even for
the abuse toward the victim.
This phase is the Devaluation
phase. At this phase the
victim

is

constantly

subjected to bouts of “silent
treatments”- the narcissist’s
way to punish the victim for
disobeying them, not being
the source they want them to

the time their personality

be or just to keep them away

is

from

obvious,

hooked,

you're

empty

and

their

life.

This

can

stretch for months. To them,

exhausted and powerless to protect yourself and

you were a supply, and all shows of love, affection

your self-esteem. All narcissistic relationship go

and empathy are constructed to lure you as this

through a set of three stages- IDEALIZATION,

source. Ultimately you are not a person, you are a

DEVALUE and DISCARD

'thing' to feed off and sustain his / her existence.

A narcissistic relationship commonly starts as a
'whirlwind romance' if he / she decide you are
desired as a partner, you'll be wined, dined,
seduced, bought and wooed. “Love bombing”
occurs at this stage. It is a phase where they

And when the narcissist has destroyed you to the
point where there is nothing left to gain, or you
don't supply him / her with enough narcissistic
supply, the narcissist will find another source and
another and then another. The cycle doesn't end.

constantly shower their victims with attention, in

When the victims asks for compromise, reciprocity,

the form text messages throughout the day, phone

empathy, integrity, honesty, and boundaries, the

calls, putting you on a pedestal. You are the

person with narcissism may decide that the target

soulmate he/she was waiting for and you are so

has lost his or her luster and is tarnished—no longer

different from the rest of his crazy ex’s, promises of

the “perfect partner” to boost their ego. Inevitably,

a future together, and designation, essentially, as

the discarding occurs when the person with

the most special person ever. This phase is,

narcissism either disappears or orchestrates his or

Idealization phase. The goal of “Love bombing” is to

her own abandonment by engaging in some form

get you hooked to the attention which will be taken

of eminent emotional abuse. They discard and

away from you soon enough.

move on to the next supply like you never existed.
This is the Discard Phase. The outcome is often

Soon after you get hooked to them and their

shocking for the victim, unclear as to how someone

attention they will get bored of you and then starts

that he or she fell so deeply in love with could throw

the abuse, verbal and physical. They will subject the

it all away. Simple answer to that would be that you

victim

lacking

were far better than the narcissist and were an

withdrawing

empathetic person and the narcissist just sourced

affection. The victim is left confused at the sudden

you as their supply for the amazing qualities you

change in the behavior of their “prince charming”.

possessed, which they lacked.

to

emotional

their
or

rage,

physical

.intermittently
intimacy,
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Narcissist as a Parent

heal and become a better person, but the narcissist
will remain a narcissist for the rest of his life. They
eventually end up deprived, broken, and alone. The
people and objects they want, cannot survive long
term in their presence. Take the time to grieve, to
mourn the loss, and to heal. Give yourself time to
learn to love yourself again and the time to relearn
how lovable you are to others. The person you knew
with was a con artist- you saw only the mask that
they wore.
It’s very important that we teach our kids about
people and relationships in general. I find it

The child of a narcissist exists solely to be of benefit

extremely important to make our kids, understand

to their parent, and they will see their children as an

that not every person they meet in genuine in their

extension of themselves A narcissistic parent puts

intentions. Not everyone has good feelings for you;

his/ her own needs for recognition before the basic

some people will sell you a dream and deliver you a

needs of his/ her child They mold children to fit

nightmare. It is important that we understand these

their own ideal image. They often view their

personality types and run as far as we can from

children as possessions and have extremely close,

them. Once we get into their claws our life only gets

exclusive and possessive relationships with them

toxic from there on. The narcissist will remain the

When the child does not stand up to their

devil he is, that is why they are called “emotional

narcissistic expectations, they may react with quite

vampires”. They suck out the emotions and your

a large emotional scale ranging from contempt,

sanity. Move on to a better life without them. No

rage, silence to emotional, psychological, and even

matter what kind of a narcissist he/she is or what

physical abuse, at the extreme end.

kind of a relationship he abused, the end is always
the same- A lonely life with a dysfunctional destiny.

The

narcissist

cannot

multitask

human

Move on with confidence and head held high and

relationships. When they are preoccupied with

this thought in your heart “If you can give the

someone, they are happy and you don’t exist for

wrong person that much, imagine how much you

them and if you ever do it is in the negative sense.

can give the right one”

No matter who you are, be it a sibling, a partner or
a friend. Your presence is “wrecking” their fun. They
are always vigilant as they cannot wear two masks
at the same time. They sometimes deliberately
abuse the victims when they start to feel close to
the victim, because intimacy terrifies the Narcissist.
He will respond by being abusive, to push you away.

References:
1. www.elephantjournal.com
2. Safe-Care haven; Shahida Arabi
3. 20 Shades of Narcissism; David Thomas
4. Psychology Today

Once you realize, you were a victim of a Narcissistic
abuse of any kind, it is in your best interest to move
on, cut the contact, seek help and heal. Healing is a
long journey for a narcissistic abuse victim. What's
happened to you is horrible, and you absolutely
need to grieve, release the pain and heal. Your will
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There is probably no place in Austria so beautiful,
so peaceful and as picturesque as Hallstatt.
My jaw literally dropped when we drove into this
beautiful village on our Austrian vacation. This
small village of Hallstatt in upper Austria is hidden
away from this world by the surrounding mountain
range and Hallstatt Lake.
Even though this place is a part of UNESCO World

Hidden gem
of Europe

heritage, it is way underrated and many explorers
still have yet to discover this magical place. It took
us about one hour to get here from our hotel in
Salzburg where we were staying. Once we reached
Hallstatt we parked our car and started walking
around. This village is so small that it only takes 1-2
hours to walk from the top to the end of the village.
It was so beautiful, we took a tram uphill to have a
complete view of the beautiful village. It was so
very beautiful just like in movies. It has only around
1,000 residents, not counting the many visitors who
flock here in the summer, particularly in August.
During our way too short visit, we explored the
captivating old town and took a fun tour of the

Samridhi Pradeep

Hallstatt Salt Mine.
Since medieval times, this village has been known
for its salt trade. The abundant salt mines in the
nearby mountains gave rise to the town’s name,
which means “place of salt” in Celtic. Even today,
you can visit the world’s oldest salt mines. The
Hallstatt Salt Mine is still a working mine. Its salty

“Hallstatt
offers a fun and
interesting
tour of its historic
Salt Mine which they claim
to be the oldest one
in the world.”
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brine flows through a pipeline to the modern salt

time for the highly anticipated Mega Slide, Europe’s

works at Ebensee, 25 miles away. Hallstatt offers a

longest wooden slide at 64 meters long. It’s a

fun and interesting tour of its historic salt mine –

friendly race competition as your individual speed

which they claim to be the oldest one in the world.

is tracked as you barrel down the slide. It was very

When my mom suggested we take the salt mine

scary for me. I got on the side with my dad; my

tour, I was definitely game for this!

mom was by herself. We ended our tour by taking

To get to the mine, we took the fast and steep
funicular ride up to the top of the mountain from

the miner train out of the mine into daylight. It was
the best experience ever for me.

the funicular station; it’s about a 10-minute walk

After the salt mine tour we went to the Skywalk,

along a trail to a historic miner’s house, which is

new viewing platform which extends 12 meters

where you check in for your tour. I was tired from

from the mountainside. The Skywalk “floats” 360

the walk and wanted to grab a drink from the gift

meters (1,181 feet) over Hallstatt for a bird’s eye look

shop there. My dad got me a drink and a sandwich.

at “World Heritage Views” of the village.

We were all settled for our tour of the mine. Our
tour guide told us that we have to get into the old
miner’s costume to tour the mine. The mines are
cold inside so these clothes also protected us from
the cold. The tour was about 90 minutes and the
guide kept telling us interesting facts about salt
mining throughout our tour. We entered the salt
mine and walked down a long tunnel that was dug
in 1719. We slid down the first of two wooden slides–
original miner’s slides – to take us to the next lower
level. Sliding down those slides was scary for me. in
the next part of the mine we watched a laser light
show on an underground salt lake. It was finally

Another popular activity in Hallstatt is to go on a
boat ride. They have both the wooden rowing boats
and the electrical ones; so pick the one you prefer
or you can also go on the boat tours to have
beautiful views of the village.
We spent the rest of our time exploring Hallstatt’s
historic village, admiring its clean streets, its
beautiful houses and enjoying more lake views. We
drove back with a happy heart to our hotel in
Salzburg. Thanks to my mom for suggesting this
place - it was out of the world.
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My parents moved to America from the southern

Growing up
with
South Indian
Parents
Actions speak
louder than words.

part of India over 30 years ago. My sister and I were
born in America in the Metro Detroit area.
Those are some important facts to keep in mind.
Because…
My parents grew up in a different culture and during
much different times than my sister and I did.

The Cause Of Many Arguments
And Misunderstandings
And that has been the cause of many arguments
and misunderstandings between us American born
kids and our immigrant parents.
The cultural differences are appalling. The kids
usually have a very hard time understanding why
their parents think and act so differently from them.
The parents feel the same way about their kids.
Parents of course always want what is best for their
kids, it is a big reason why they moved to America
to start their family here and not in India.

Brian Kurian

Immigrant parents move to America in hopes of a
better life for themselves and their families. They
want their kids to grow up with everything that they
themselves never had. Parents want their kids to
end up becoming better human beings than them

“The cultural
differences are
appalling.
The kids usually
have a very hard
time understanding
why their parents
think and act so
differently
from them.”

someday.
My own father told me yesterday…
I want you to try to be an even better person than
me. I want you to try to be a better father than I
was. Making money is one thing but what I really
want is for you to try to be a better person than I
was. You must try your very best to do this.
Unfortunately, the parents never expect all the
distractions and freedoms that America has to
offer. It is hard being a kid and growing up in this
country. It is very easy to lose your way and lose
your focus. It is even harder when your parents do
not always understand what you are going through
64
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Photo by NitishMeena on Unsplash

because a lot of times they did not go through the
same things in South India when they were growing

Communicate Better
Communication is key. Your parents cannot read

up.

your mind. Your kids cannot read your mind. As a
It’s OK.

family, you will need to be honest with each other

The kids seem to want to be independent and at
first glance, they seem to be very rebellious. They

and talk to each other. I know it sounds simple but
often times it is a hard thing for us to do.

want to find their own path in life. Often times it is

One idea I have is to have regular dinners as a family

not the path that their parents want for them.

once or twice a week. These dinners will present a

I am no different. My family wanted me to go into
the medical field but I chose to go into the business
field and now I am a writer too. I chose my own path
to happiness in life.
Constant

misunderstandings

great opportunity for the kids to share with their
parents how their day was. The parents can also
talk about what happened during their workday. I
know it will be an adjustment for a lot of us to do
such a thing but we need to try. If we keep doing

lead

to

more

the same things over and over again then we will

arguments…

keep getting the same results.

But that’s the thing. It’s all just a misunderstanding.

There will keep being miscommunication and

I have learned over the years that the best way to
fix a misunderstanding is to communicate better.
It will be hard but we must try.
Because actions speak louder than words.

misunderstandings. We absolutely need to make
more of an effort to communicate with each other.
We need to talk about our struggles and our fears.
There needs to be a level of comfort between the
kids and the parents. Kids should feel comfortable
with talking to their parents about problems they
65
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are facing so that they do not feel alone in their
battles. Parents need to provide emotional support
to their kids. We need to work together as a team
so everyone can achieve whatever it is they want to
achieve.
It will be hard but we must try.
Because actions speak louder than words.

Respect Each Other
Kids need to show respect to their parents. Our
immigrant parents will rarely complain about how

met anyone that cares about mine and my sister’s
well-being as much as our parents do.
Also, parents need to show some respect to their
kids. Kids these days go to schools where they do
not even feel safe. If you look at the news every
couple of months there is another school shooting.
Kids are dealing with bullying, drugs, violence, and
all kinds of other terrible things. Often times they
do not know how to talk to their parents about
these things because they feel that their parents
cannot relate to these problems.

I am willing to bet any amount of money that your

It is hard being a kid these days. Unfortunately, I do
not think it is easy to be a carefree happy kid these
days. Times have changed and kids are being
forced to grow up faster and faster nowadays.
Technology is only making things worse in a lot of
aspects for children. Parents, please try and
understand what your kids are going through. Their
problems are probably different than the problems
you dealt with when you were a kid in South India
but nonetheless they are major problems for your

parents would do anything to help you. They would

children.

hard they have had to work to support us
financially. Our parents will quietly shoulder the
burden and make sure their families are safe and
protected. Our parents are warriors but unlike most
people, they just do not run around telling everyone
how hard they work. They do not need to tell
anyone how hard they work.

make any sacrifice necessary to make sure that you
get what you need to live a good life. Your parents
are working tirelessly to make sure that they are
laying

down

a

Show respect and empathy toward your children.
I know it will be hard but we must try.

solid

foundation for you to turn
into a great human being.
No one else on this Earth
will love you as much and
sacrifice as much for you
as your parents will.
Trust me when I say that.
I have met thousands of
people in my life. I have
been all over this country
and to different parts of
the world. I still have not
met

a

single

man

or

woman that has as good of
a work ethic as my mom
and dad. I have also never

Photo by pixpoetry on Unsplash
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Because actions speak louder than words.

Work As A Team
A family should be a well-oiled machine. A family
should work very well together. Each member of

When I was hurt by different people throughout my
life I always remembered my mother’s love. Her
kindness and ability to forgive others made me
want to let go of my own pain and forgive others.
The love she always showed me made me capable

the family has different strengths and weaknesses.

of loving others. My sister is very different from me

But…

after what I want in life. She is a phenomenal person

When everyone is on the same page and working
together, beautiful things can happen.
No family is perfect and we all have our own issues
but if we want to live successful lives we must work
together.
Often times it is easy for the kids to want to go their

and yet she inspires me daily to work hard and go
who is kind and intelligent and I know she will
achieve great things in life.
All in all, I wish you and your family the very best in
your journey.
As we go through life let us work together to make
this life a beautiful one.

own way and for the parents to go their own way

Because we only get one chance and sadly life

too. In America, it is easy to be surrounded by

moves very quickly.

people all the time and yet feel like you do not have
a single person in the whole world that cares about
you.
Where friendships fail and relationships can die…
The family must always stay strong and persevere.
Often times in life the strength of my parents and
the love of my sister have carried me through my

Enjoy your life and take care of one another.
I know it will be hard but we must try.
Because actions speak louder than words.

Your Turn
How well does your family do together as a team?

most difficult times. Whenever I felt I wanted to quit
or give up on a goal or dream I had I would always
remember how hard my dad worked every single
day so that our family could have a better life. The
memories of him working tirelessly always inspired
me.
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Thomas Kuzhikala

Thomas Kuzhikala

hnZq-c-X-bn-te¡v I®p-\«v ImXp-IqÀ¸n¨v [m{XnbmbIm¡ \nÝ-e-ambv Ccp¶p. Cfw-Ip-bnÂ a[p-c-cm-K-amb
kzcw Be-]n¨v ]d-¶-I-ep-I-bm-Wv. \n{Z-bnÂ \n¶v
DWÀ¶-Xp-t]mse Xe Xncn¨v Im¡ Npäpw t\m¡n.
B a-c-¯nsâ ASp¯ NnÃ-bnÂ hn{i-an-¡p¶
sIm¡ns\ I−p. sIm¡n\v A`n-ap-J-ambn Im¡
ac-¨n-Ã-bn-en-cp-¶v, sIm¡n-t\mSv Xsâ Bß-kw-Xr]vXn
Adn-bn-¨p. Hcp Kmb-Is\ hfÀ¯n temI-¯n\p
\ÂIp-hm³ Ign-ª-XnÂ Rm³ kt´m-j-hm-\m-Wv.
“Hcp s\Sp-hoÀ¸n-\p-tijw” R§-fpsS kÂ¡À½s¯
sXämb coXn-bnÂ hyJym-\n-¡p¶ a\p-jysc
HmÀ¡p-t¼m-gmWv Rm³ hymIp-e-bm-Ip-¶-Xv. AhÀ
]d-bp¶Xv R§Ä Adn-bmsX IpbnÂ R§-fpsS
Iq«nÂ ap«-bn-Sp¶p, Ipbn-ensâ ap« F¶Xv
Adn-bmsX R§Ä R§-fpsS ap«-tbm-sSm¸w
AXn\pw NqSp- \ÂIp-¶p. ap« hncn-ªn-d-§p-t¼mÄ
AXv R§-fpsS Ipª-sÃ¶v Xncn-¨-dn-bp-hm³
R§Ä¡p Ign-bp-¶n-Ã. AXp-sIm−v R§Ä AXn\pw
Xoä-sIm-Sp-¯p- h-fÀ¯p-¶p. ]d-¡m³ ]mI-am-Ipt¼mÄ
Iq... Iq... Iq... F¶v R§-sf Ifn-bm-¡n-s¡m−v
IpbnÂ¡pªp ]d-¶p-t]m-Ip-¶p.
a\\w sNbvhm³ Ign-hpÅ a\p-jyÀ C§s\
]d-bp-¶-Xnepw AXn-i-tbm-àn-bn-Ã. ImcWw Ah-cnÂ
kzmÀ°X sImSn-Ip¯n hmgp-I-bmWv. Ah-cpsS
at\m-`m-h-¯nÂ Ign-bm¯ Hcp IÀ½w R§Ä
sN¿p-¶p F¶p Nn´n-¡p-¶n-sÃ-¶-Xm-Wv.ZÀin-¨-dn-hm³ R§Ä¡v ImgvNiàn-bpÅ I®pI-fp−v. {LmWw Adn-hm³ R§Ä¡v \mkm-Zzm-c-§
-fp−v. {ihn-¨-dn-hm³ IÀ®-§-fp−-v. CXn-seÃmw
D]cn {]hÀ¯-\-ti-jn-bpÅ akvXn-jvIw R§-fpsS
inc-Ên-ep−-v. R§-sf¸än F´p- aq-V-Xz-amWv AhÀ
]d-bp-¶-Xv. bmYmÀ°yw, Hcn-¡Â ac-¨n-Ã-bnÂ
hnj-®-bmbv Ccn¡p¶ Ipbn-ens\ R§-fpsS ap³
]c-¼-c-bnse Hcp ap¯-Èn -I−-p. AXnsâ hnjmZ
Imcyw Fs´¶p Xnc¡n. IpbnÂ Xsâ hyY
]d-ªp. ap«-bn-S-ensâ Imew ASp-¯p-h-cn-I-bm-Wv.
]t£ Cu tZis¯ BK-X-am-Ip¶ Imem-hØ
Fsâ Pohn-X-¯n\v A\p-tbm-Py-a-Ãm-Xmbn hcp-Ibm-Wv. am{X-aÃ amdn-h-cp¶ EXp-hnÂ F\n¡p
`£-Whpw ZpÀÃ-`amIpw. A§-s\-bpÅ hnj-a-L-«¯nÂ Rm³ ap«-bn-«-tijw AS-bn-cp¶p hncn-ªn-d-§p¶
Ipªns\ Cu ZpÀL-S-Im-e-b-f-hnÂ hfÀ¯pI
hfsc ZpjvI-c-amWv. F\n¡p Poh-lm-\n- `-hn-¡m³
t]mepw
km[y-X-bp−v.
R§-fpsS
ap¯Èn
Ipbn-e-½sb kam-[m-\n-¸n-¨p. ""\o hymIp-e-s¸-tS−,
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Ct¸mÄ kam-[m-\-ambv hkn¡. Rm³ ap«-bn«v
Ipªp-§sf hncn-bn-¡m³ IqSp-Iq-«p-¶p−-v. B
Iq«nÂ \obpw ap«-bn-Sp-I. Fsâ ap«bv¡v NqSp\-evIp-¶-tXm-sSm¸w \nsâ ap«bv¡pw Rm³ NqSp\-evImw. Fsâ Ipªp-ªtfm-sSm¸w \nsâ
Ipªn\pw Rm³ Xoä-sIm-Sp¯p hfÀ¯n, Btcm-KyapÅXm¡n ]d¡m³ ]Tn-¸n-¨v, \o t]m-Ip-¶ -\m-«n-te¡p
hnSmw.'' IqXq-l-e-Nn-¯-bmbn IpbnÂ Im¡-b-½¡v
hfsc \µn-]-d-ªp. A¶p- ap-XÂ Im¡-b½
hkn-¡p¶ ac-¯nÂ Xs¶ Ipbn-e-½bpw cm]mÀ¯p.
AhÀ Dä-N-§m-Xn-am-cmbn B Npäp-h-«¯p Xs¶
]mÀ¯p. Im¡ -Iq-SpIq-«-ensâ ]Wn-Xp-SÀ¶p
]qÀ¯o-I-cn-¨p. ap«-bn-S-ensâ Ime-ambn. Im¡
ap-«bn«p Iq«n-en-cn-¡p¶ kabw Ipbn-e-½¡pw
ap«-bn-tS− ka-b-ambn. hnhcw {Kln¨ Im¡b½
Ipbn-e-½-¡p -th−n ASp¯ ac-s¡m-¼n-te¡p ]d-¶pt]mbn. B Iq«nÂ ]d-¶n-d§n Ccp¶v Ipbn-e½
Im¡-bpsS ap«-bpsS ASp¯pXs¶ Xsâ ap«-bn-«p.
c−p ]£n-I-fp-tSbpw ap«bv¡v Im¡-b-½- Xs¶
AS-bn-cp¶p. Ipbn-e½ Im¡-b-½bv¡p ho−pw \µn]-d-ª-ti-jw tZim-S-\-bm-{X-bmbn. Znh-k-§Ä¡p
-tijw Im¡-b-½-bpsS Ipªp-§fpw Ipbn-e-½-bpsS
Ipªpw ap«-IÄ hncn-ªn-d-§n. Ipªp-§Äs¡Ãmw
Im¡b½ Xoä- sIm-Sp-¯p- h-fÀ¯n. Im¡ Xsâ
Ipªp-§sf ]d¡m³ ]Tn-¸n-¨-tXm-sSm¸w IpbnÂ
¡pªn-t\bpw ]d¡Â A`y-kn-¸n-¨p. Xsâ hfÀ¯pIp-ªmb sNdp-Ip-bn-ens\ I−p kt´m-jn¨p,
AXnsâ ]m«p-tI«p B\-µ-]p-f-In-X-bm-bn. A§s\
hkn¨p hcp-t¼mÄ Hcp Znhkw IpbnÂ¡pªp]-d-ªp: ""At½, F\n¡p Ct¸mÄ Pohn-¡m-\-\p
-tbm-Py-amb \mSp-tXSn Rm³ ASp¯ Znhkw
]d-¶-I-epw.

hk-´-Im-e-¯nsâ hmXm-b-\-§Ä Xpd-¡p-t¼mÄ,
aªnsâ sh×bpw IpfnÀ½-bp-apÅ tNa-´n-¸q-¡Ä
hnS-cp¶ Imew, Cfw-Imäv Hgp-In-sb-¯p-Ibpw ]qa-c-¨n-ÃI-fnÂ at\m-l-c-amb ]q¡Ä hnS-cm³ XpS-§p-Ibpw
sN¿p¶ B \Ã-\m-fp-I-fnÂ ]qa-c-¨n-Ã-I-fn-en-cp¶v
CuWambv Be-]n-¡m³ Rm³ Xnc-nsI-hcpw.''
ASp¯ {]`mXw s]m«n-hn-cn-ª-t¸mÄ, ap³s]-¶s¯
¡mfpw t\ct¯ Im¡ Xoä-bp-ambv h¶p IpbnÂ
Ipªn-\p- \-ÂIn. Blmcw Ign-¨-tijw IpbnÂ
Ipªv AXn-hm-k-tbm-Ky-amb \m«n-te¡p ]d-¶
-I-ep-I-bm-Wv. Im¡-b½ Xsâ hfÀ¯p Ipªp
]mSn-]-d-¶-I-ep-¶Xp \nd-I-®p-I-tfmsS t\m¡n-bn-cp-¶p.
Hcp Kmb-Is\ hfÀ¯n -tem-I-¯n\p \ÂIn-b-XnÂ
Im¡-b½ AXoh k´p-jvS-bm-bn.
Cu kÂ¡À½w XpS-c-W-sa¶p Xsâ Ipªp-§-tfbpw
]Tn-¸n-¨p. Cu amXrIÀ½-§Ä F¡m-ehpw XpS-cp¶p.
sIm¡v Im¡-bv¡v Bizm-k-hm-¡p-I-tfm-Xn. ""\n§Ä
\n§-fpsS kÂIÀ½w XpSÀ¶p sIm−p t]mIp-I.
\n§sf hnUvVn-I-fmbv Icp-Xm-¯-hÀ Cu [c-bnÂ
hnc-f-am-bn-s«-¦nepw D−m-hpw.
""IÀ½w sN¿pI F¶-XmWv \½psS e£yw,
IÀ½-^ew Xcp-¶Xv ssZh-am-Wv. \n§-fpsS kaq-l
-kvt\-lhpw kl-hÀ¯n-Xzhpw _p²n-i-ànbpw
\nco-£n-¨-dnªv \n§sf t{ijvT]£n-hÀ¤-ambn
IW-¡m-¡-s¸-Sp¶ Imew hnZqc-a-Ã.''
sIm¡nsâ ]qt´³ samgn- tI«v, Im¡ X§-fpsS
kÂ¡À½-¯nÂ A`n-am-\n-X-bm-bn.
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Growing up in America
One day at school I was talking with my best friend. She asked me how I felt
about being American and Indian. That's when I told her the story. Even if I
live in America, I will always be Indian. That also means even if I am Indian,
I will always be half American. So, I'm both. They are both my culture. I also
go to an Indian class called "Balvihar" where we learn about our religion,
Gods and their stories, and how to respect elders. It is hard growing up in
America. I wish I was born in India, but for now, I'm happy to live in America with all my
friends. If I'm in America, I still celebrate Indian holidays. And if I'm in India, I still celebrate
American holidays. But the most important thing is that I'm with my family AND friends!!!
Nandika Sathish (7.5 years)

I am an American by birth, but I have Indian values instilled in me. I have an
advantage of being Indian-American because I get to experience both
cultures. Sometimes as bonus, I get to hear about other countries from my
friends. I am blessed to be in a community that is very caring about each
other. Unfortunately, in recent times, we hear devastating news about mass
shootings. This makes me feel very sad and upset about these events. I just
wish and Pray that humanity comes back onto the community that we proudly belong to.
Growing up as an Indian-American can be challenging, but it is worth it.
Neya Sathish (10 years)
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Our India trip this year has been very fortunate for
all of us. During this trip, we went to Tamil Nadu
and Kerala. We had the opportunity to visit many
iconic temples like Sabarimala, Brihadeeswarar,
Gangaikondacholapuram Shiva Temple and the
Shore Temple in Mahabalipuram. This is my story

Journey to
South India:
A Reflection of the
Experience with my Culture

about our exciting experience and the enchanting
encounter with my culture.
In January, we were getting ready to go to the
famous Sabarimala Temple. My dad, my grandpa,
three other family friends and I were going to see
Lord Ayyappa. Before going to Sabarimala, there
are rituals to be followed. First, people should take
41 day vratham (fasting by not eating meat, fish or
eggs). In my opinion these 41 days were very
difficult because I eat non-vegetarian food almost
every day. Once you take vratham, you have to
carry coconuts filled with oil (Ghee) in your head to
offer to the Lord. We prayed to Ayyappa so that
our journey to get there is safe. During the 655 km
(407 miles) journey, we visited many small places of
worship including a mosque. On the way we saw a
number of beautiful churches which I am planning

Rahul Prabhakar

to visit during my next trip. We reached Pamba
around 11 pm to start our hike to the summit of
Sabarimala. The arduous hike took 3 hours to reach
the top. During the hike we have to carry a bag
filled with coconuts on our head. Once we reached

“During the hike
we have to carry a
bag filled with
coconuts on our head.
Once we reached
Sabarimala,
we all had to climb
the 18 steps made
with pure gold.”
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Sabarimala, we had to climb the 18 steps made with
pure gold. We have to pray each time we climb a
step. At Sabarimala we had a specific pooja called
Udayasthamana pooja. My dad booked this pooja
10 years ago. The Udayasthamana pooja is 18 pooja
specifically for us. We can also be in front of Lord
Ayyappa the whole day. There will be 15 pooja in the
morning, one in the afternoon, one in the evening
and one at night.

The pooja at night is to sing

Harivarasanam (a song to make Lord Ayyappa sleep).
The next day, we rode on a tractor to go to Pamba.
After reaching Pamba, we drove all the way back
home. But the journey doesn’t stop here…
After two days we took a flight from Calicut to
Chennai. I love Chennai because of the awesome
food, culture and places to visit. We got a driver at
Chennai airport and our goal was to see many
temples. Our first stop was at Mahabalipuram to see
the Shore Temple. The temple was built entirely
from granite and was built in the 8th century AD by
the Pallava kings. The Shore Temple deities were
also carved in stone. The temple was mesmerizing
because the whole temple is one block of granite.
The next stop for us was the Lord Shiva Temple at
Gangaikondacholapuram - the capital city of Chola

Shiva, this temple was also part of the Chola

Dynasty. Rajendra Chola developed this temple so

Dynasty because it was opened by the great Raja

that peace could be brought to the kingdom.

Raja Chola - father of Rajendra Chola. The main

The final destination of our Tamil Nadu trip was the
Brihadeeswara Temple (also called the Big Temple)
in Thanjavur.

Another temple dedicated to Lord

feature of this temple is that apart from the fact
that it was built entirely on granite and the top of
the temple consists of a single rock weighing 80
tonnes, there is no evidence of the availability of
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granite in 50 mile radius surrounding the temple;
this goes to show the hard work and engineering
marvel put into building these temples 1000 years
ago. These temples are part of the UNESCO World
Heritage sites and is a must see for its rich
architecture and artmanship.
After visiting these exciting temples it was time to
go to Calicut. Three days after reaching Calicut, we
were ready to fly back to Detroit.
The trip was a great learning experience for me as
I learned a lot of things about my culture back
home. I got to see a different world out there and
I hope I can take a trip like this again.
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KIDS ACHIEVEMENTS
Megan Joby Mangalathet
KCCNA CONVENTION-2018- “KALATHILAKAM”
Megan Joby Mangalathet (10 yrs) daughter of Joby & Manju
Mangalathet from Detroit, Michigan has won the individual
overall championship, “KALATHILAKAM” title at the 13th KCCNA
Convention held in CNN Center, Atlanta from July 19-22, 2018.
Megan secured the “Kalathilakam” title by winning first place in
solo vocal, folk dance, fancy dress and second place in elocution.
Megan also won the 1st runner up prize in the Knanaya Little
Princess Contest 2018. She is a fourth grade student at Four
Corners Montessori in Madison Heights, Michigan. Megan is a
student of “Abhinaya School of Dance” and has been a disciple of Guru Dhanya Kumar Rao (Mrs. Vani) in
Bharathanatyam for the past 5 years.
Megan’s older sister Christeen was the ‘Kalathilakam’ at the KCCNA Convention 2014 held in Chicago. Younger
sister is Helen.

Rahul Prabhakar
Rahul Prabhakar, a freshman at University of Detroit Jesuit High School, along with
his RoboCubs teammates qualified for the 2018 State Robotics Championship
conducted by FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition in Science and Technology).
The robotics competition conducted by FIRST is world famous attracting kids from
China, Japan, Korea etc. and is very competitive. Michigan schools are the leaders
when it comes to Robotics with having a record 500 plus chapters and is the
largest in the world. During the course of their successful year, the RoboCubs won
several team accolades such as



Creativity Award from Xerox  Prestigious Entrepreneurship Award from FIRST
Innovation Control Award from Rockwell Automation.

Teamwork, creativity and building partnership are the key for the team’s success.
RoboCubs are planning to build on this success to achieve more next year.

Neya Sathish
Destination Imagination
Elementary Team, Improv Category
Regionals & State 1st place
Globals, 9th place
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